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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

SINGAPORE – A WEEK OF OPPORTUNITY
Welcome to Singapore and
the 19th TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
This year sees our largest
event yet; we welcome
a total of 256 exhibiting
companies with 59 new
and returning brands over
8,400sqm of floor space,
including the new Level
1. At the time of writing,
pre-registration figures
are also very encouraging,
indicating that this year’s
event may be yet another
record breaker. It’s amazing
how much the event has
grown over the years…
but perhaps not surprising
given the rise of the Asia
Pacific duty free and travel
retail business during the
same period.
Sales in Asia Pacific continue to
increase ahead of anywhere else
and, while there are certainly
challenges, the mood remains
positive. According to Generation,
Asia Pacific now has a share
of 37% of the global market,
placing it hot on the heels of
Europe as the leading region in
the industry. The forecast for
international and inter-regional
air traffic is excellent and there
are plenty of feel-good stories in
the media of record retail sales,

industry expansion and airport
investment. But we cannot be
complacent and we cannot take
continued growth for granted.
All facets of the business – and
regional economic and political
issues – will be discussed and
debated as part of the opening
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
and Workshops programme on
Monday. ‘Asia: Shaping the World’
will explore how developments
in this region will set the tone for
the world’s future path, considering the latest consumer trends
and infrastructure developments.
I am honoured to welcome four
very distinguished guests onstage
for the morning session, which
aims to set the duty free and
travel retail sector within a broad
Asian context. After my own state
of the industry address, Jaya
Singh, APTRA President, will
address the current challenges
faced by the industry in Asia. He
is followed by Julia Gillard, Prime
Minister of Australia from 2010 to
2013, who will explore how and
why this is predicted to be “the
Asian Century”, and look at the
implications for trade around the
world. Tommy Soetomo, President
Director, Angkasa Pura Airports,
looks at the challenges for one of
Asia’s most promising markets,
while author and strategist Parag
Khanna, will assess how current

and future geo-political trends in
Asia will affect the way the world
does business.
The ‘filling between the
sandwich’ is a series of
workshops which bring together
many authoritative speakers to
focus on different regions within
Asia Pacific: East Asia (China,
Japan and Korea), widely considered a powerhouse of global duty
free and travel retail; Australia
and New Zealand, set to be in the
spotlight over the next year with
a number of key retail tenders
on the horizon; South-East Asia,
a patchwork of hotly contested
travel retail locations; and India
and South Asia, which will look at
a market whose true potential in
duty free and travel retail is only
just beginning to be fulfilled.
The Closing Plenary session
– Asia 2020 – will explore the
shopping behaviour of tomorrow’s Asian traveller. Jorge
Rodriguez, Director of brand
development consultants Brand
Alliance, will share exclusive
research on ‘Generation Y’
shoppers, whose aspirations and
behaviour will shape the way
brands and retailers market their
products; while Shubhodeep
Pal, Vice President of SimpliFlying, will explore how mobile
connectivity will transform the
way customers behave, and how

stakeholders can take advantage
within the travel chain.
Together, this is a day that simply
cannot be missed by anyone
involved in the region and more
details can be found in this
edition of the TFWA Daily. I urge
you to attend.
The Conference kicks off the
business week proper, but I am
looking forward to meeting many
of you on Sunday evening at the
Welcoming Cocktail, taking place
at one of my favourite Singapore
locations – Raffles. This year you
will be able to enjoy a range of
delicious cocktails from classics
to refreshing fruit smoothies
as part of our Style & Shake
theme, including, of course, the
ubiquitous Singapore Sling! The
Welcoming Cocktail is one of
many networking opportunities
available to you this week and I do
hope you make the most of them.
Within the exhibition these
include the ONE2ONE
pre-arranged meetings service,
which will facilitate meetings this
week between airports, airlines,
retailers and brands, and the
popular TFWA Asia Pacific Bar.
Situated on Level 4 of the Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention
Center, with an outdoor terrace
overlooking Marina Bay, the
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar will be
serving drinks each evening as

well as breakfast from TuesdayThursday mornings.
Evening networking continues
with the Chill-Out Party on
Tuesday at the Skypark on top of
the Marina Bay Sands (where the
views are just spectacular) and
the Singapore Swing Party on
Wednesday at the Alkaff Mansion
– not to be missed either.
So, there is a lot going on this
week – many opportunities for all
to expand, consolidate and grow
their business within the region.
I would like to thank the many
sponsors of events this week,
without whom this would not be
possible, along with all of TFWA’s
partners who have worked
tirelessly to ‘make it all happen’.
I wish you all a very successful
week – please do not hesitate to
contact us with any suggestions
on how we can further improve
our offer to you.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

TFWA PRODUCT NEW BREAKFAST WiT MEETING,
SHOWCASE
MONDAY
SERVICE
12 MAY, 17:30

The TFWA Product Showcase is a dedicated online
service that allows exhibitors to present their
brand innovations in advance of TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.

Visit www.tfwaproductshowcase.com to find the
latest exciting product news from brands across all
product categories. Many have already uploaded product information and
photos to the website, where visitors can search for products by brand,
company or product sector.

New this year is the breakfast service, which is available in the TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar from Tuesday to Thursday, 08:00-09:30.

Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Reminder of locations within
the Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center:
• Two exhibition levels: Basement 2 (as last year) and Level 1 (new)
• Registration desks and ONE2ONE Lounge: Level 1
• Press Centre: Level 1
• Conference/Workshops & TFWA offices: Level 3
• TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
• New sushi bar: Level 1
• Asian Bar: Basement 2
• Western Bar: Basement 2
• Well-Being Area: Level 1

TFWA LINKEDIN GROUP
TFWA’s LinkedIn Group is an ideal
place to go for the latest news on
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Join the TFWA Group.
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This year’s WiT (Women in Travel) meeting
takes place on Monday 12 May at 17:30 in
the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, which is located
on Level 4 of the Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center.
The meeting will feature an update on the project to
provide a water dam sufficient to supply one whole
village in northern China. Meanwhile, attendees will
also hear about this year’s challenge – to purchase a
lorry in Sierra Leone. All Women in Travel are invited
to attend, and meet old friends and make new ones.

ON-SITE SERVICES
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SERVICES

AUTHOR AND
STRATEGIST
PARAG KHANNA:

TFWA offers a wide range of services to assist
visitors. The quality of services available improves
year-on-year – the business centre, press centre
and internet area all help attendees maximise their
time TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.

“In the coming
decade we will
witness as much
investment reaching
outward from Asia as
we have witnessed
in the past decade
coming into Asia.”

SHUTTLE SERVICE
Getting to and from the Exhibition is made easy by our shuttle buses
which call at all the official hotels.

PRESS CENTRE
Location: Level 1
The Press Centre provides all registered journalists with an area to unwind,
conduct interviews and source information relating to the exhibition.

INTERNET AREA
Location: Basement 2
The Internet Centre offers everyone the opportunity to get connected on-site.

WIFI SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WIFI access within the exhibition halls.
Please choose the SSID TFWA_APE&C and enter TFWA2014 as the password.

BARS
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
Asian Bar: Basement 2
Western Bar: Basement 2
Sushi Bar: Level 1
Ideally located, the bars offer several convenient on-site meeting points
during exhibition hours and serve light meals throughout the day.

BUSINESS CENTRE
Location: Basement 2
A dedicated staff will assist you with all your secretarial requirements.

WELL-BEING AREA
Location: Level 1
The Well-Being Area offers relaxing massages designed to help you focus
on the business ahead.

CLOAKROOM
Location: Basement 2 & Level 1
For your convenience, cloakroom facilities are available on entering the exhibition.

SMOKING LOUNGE
Location: Basement 2
A dedicated smoking lounge is located within the exhibition hall.

TRAVEL & HOTEL DESK
Location: Basement 2
The Pacific World team will be pleased to assist you with your travel
and hotel requests, including any queries.

THE ‘MAGNETIC
APPEAL’ OF
ASIA PACIFIC
The Morning Plenary session of the TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference will include what promises to be an
insightful address from Parag Khanna, Author and
Strategist. He offered a preview to Ross Falconer.
Author and Strategist
Parag Khanna will
provide a sweeping
tour of how Asia
has become the new
economic centre of
the world, and how
its outward expansion – encompassing
business people,
travellers, investors, infrastructure
projects and other
connectivity – is
reshaping other
regions.
He will also talk about
expatriates as an evergrowing and crucial
market for the travel retail
industry.
As a former foreign policy
advisor to Barack Obama,
and author of several
acclaimed books on the
changing world order,
Khanna is well placed to
assess the rise of Asia
Pacific. “In my previous
books I have laid out how
the Asian order is taking
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shape and how key powers
such as China have built
diplomatic and physical
inroads in other regions,
such as South America,
Africa and the Middle
East,” he explained. “Now
we can see the magnetic
appeal of this region even
more profoundly, with
the efforts to create a
Trans-Pacific Partnership
trade agreement further
binding the Eastern and
Western hemispheres.
In the coming decade
we will witness as much
investment reaching
outward from Asia as we
have witnessed in the past
decade coming into Asia.”
The broadening of supply
chains in all directions is
perhaps one of the most
profound consequences
of the rise of Asia.
“Western economies have
outsourced to Asia, and
Asia now needs energy
supplies from Africa,
while some manufacturing is relocating from

China to India and ASEAN
(Association of South East
Asian Nations), and other
patterns of diffusion are
taking place,” Khanna
added. “So the new reality
is that everyone does
business with everyone.
Preferred partners may
not last long in an age of
improving infrastructure
and productivity worldwide.
This creates enormous
opportunity for underdeveloped regions to enter value
chains they have long been
excluded from, but also a
great deal of complexity in
light of constant shifts in
production and distribution
processes.”
Commenting on his own
experiences of travel
retail, Khanna said he is a
loyal duty free shopper. A
frequent traveller, most of
his wardrobe is purchased
in transit at travel retail
stores given the convenience. “These days I mostly
look for puzzles and toys
for my kids!”
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ASIA: SHAPING
THE WORLD

2014 CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS SPONSORS

Diamond:
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Changi Airport Singapore – Master Logo
Full Colour Positive
CMYK
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Y:30.0 K:70.0

The full-day conference and workshops programme
promises a series of truly engaging insights into
developments in the region and how they will set
the tone for the world’s future path. The high-profile
speakers each have first-hand experience at the highest
level and are well placed to comment on the ways in
which Asia is shaping the world.

Morning
conference
coffee break:

Afternoon
conference
coffee break:

Conference
portfolio:

Hostess
outfits:

MONDAY 12 MAY 2014

11:30-13:00 MORNING WORKSHOPS

CMKY
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Y:90.0 K:0.0

CMKY
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Please note: Workshops A & B run simultaneously
09:00-11:00 Morning Plenary
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
Measured by value of sales, Asia Pacific
is now the leading duty free & travel
retail region in the world, and given the
pace of development across the market,
it is unlikely to relinquish that status any
time soon. Across the spheres of politics,
economics and commerce, the world’s
centre of gravity is increasingly shifting
towards Asia Pacific.
This year’s edition of the TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference, themed Asia: Shaping
the World, will explore how developments
in this region will set the tone for the
world’s future path. It will also study the
latest consumer trends and infrastructure
developments in each part of the region,
reflecting the diversity of travel retail’s
most vibrant market.
The morning plenary session will set the
duty free and travel retail sector within a
broad Asian context thanks to contributions from high-level speakers from
within and beyond the industry, providing
a fascinating contextual backdrop for the
industry-focused workshops to follow.
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN,
PRESIDENT, TFWA
In his state of the industry address, TFWA
President Erik Juul-Mortensen will
present the latest data on travel retail
performance in Asia Pacific, and look at
how the development of markets beyond
the Asian giants is providing rich opportunities for the industry.

JULIA GILLARD, PRIME MINISTER OF
AUSTRALIA (2010-2013)
As Prime Minister of Australia from 2010
to 2013, Julia Gillard played a pivotal
role in steering the world’s 12th largest
economy through the global financial
crisis, and in strengthening the country’s
ties with its neighbours in Asia Pacific.
At the TFWA Asia Pacific Conference she
will explore how and why this is predicted
to be ‘the Asian Century’, and look at the
implications for trade around the world.
TOMMY SOETOMO, PRESIDENT
DIRECTOR, ANGKASA PURA AIRPORTS
Tommy Soetomo heads Angkasa Pura
Airports, the Indonesian airport company
that celebrates its 50th anniversary this
year. He will look at the challenges ahead
for Angkasa Pura as it manages rapid
growth in traffic in one of Asia’s most
promising markets.
PARAG KHANNA, AUTHOR AND
STRATEGIST
A former foreign policy advisor to Barack
Obama and author of several acclaimed
books on the changing world order,
Parag Khanna is well-placed to assess
the rise of Asia Pacific. In Singapore
he will explain how current and future
geo-political trends in Asia will affect the
way the world does business.

The opening session will be moderated by
John Rimmer, Conference, Research and
Corporate Affairs Director, Tax Free World
Association

11:00-11:30
BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE

WORKSHOP A: EAST ASIA: CHINA,
JAPAN AND KOREA

WORKSHOP B: AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
In terms of duty free and travel retail,
East Asia is arguably the motor of the
global industry today. China is home to the
world’s highest-spending travellers and
is a rapidly growing tourist destination
in its own right; Japan remains a significant generator of business for retailers
worldwide; and South Korea is home to
the world’s leading airport retail location
by sales value.
This workshop will explore East Asia
from the perspective of specialists with
experience on the ground. Delegates will
hear how consumer behaviour in China,
Japan and Korea is evolving, and how
slower economic growth might affect that
behaviour in future. The session will also
look at travel trends and infrastructure
development in this pivotal region.
MIKE GAMO, PRESIDENT & CEO, NAA
RETAILING
ZHAO FENG, DEPUTY GENERAL
MANAGER, CHINA DUTY FREE GROUP
SANG J. AHN, DIRECTOR OF
CONCESSION TEAM 1, INCHEON
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CORPORATION

Moderator: Dermot Davitt, Vice Chairman
and Editorial Director, The Moodie Report

JAYA SINGH, PRESIDENT, ASIA PACIFIC
TRAVEL RETAIL ASSOCIATION
In his first appearance at the TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference as President of APTRA,
Jaya Singh will address the current
challenges faced by the industry in Asia,
and update delegates on the important
work being done by APTRA on their behalf.
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The Australasian region is home to some
of Asia Pacific’s most impressive airport
retail environments – and to some of the
most enthusiastic duty free shoppers
anywhere. This workshop will focus on
a region that is set to draw the spotlight
over the coming year, as a number of
tenders attract the attention of the world’s
top operators.
The wide range of touchpoints available
to retailers in Australia and New Zealand
– where travellers’ spend can be targeted
downtown, in departures, arrivals and
inflight – make this a market rich in
opportunity. This workshop will explore
those opportunities in full thanks to
contributions from true market experts.
GARRY STOCK, CHAIRMAN, JR DUTY
FREE
RICHARD BARKER, GENERAL MANAGER
OF RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL,
AUCKLAND AIRPORT
MATTHIEU MERCIER, CEO, LS TRAVEL
RETAIL PACIFIC

Moderator: Gary Scattergood, Editor,
Duty-Free News International

13:00-14:15
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
Heliconia Ballroom, Level 3, Marina Bay
Sands Expo & Convention Center
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ERIK JUULMORTENSEN

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS

PARAG KHANNA
Author and Strategist

President, TFWA

JAYA SINGH
JULIA GILLARD
Prime Minister of Australia (2010-2013)

13:00-14:15
TFWA INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION
WORKING LUNCH
Begonia Meeting Room, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
BY INVITATION ONLY – NOT OPEN
TO THE PRESS
This working lunch will provide industry
stakeholders with an opportunity to
discuss regulatory and other issues
facing the industry in Asia Pacific and
beyond. Senior representatives from
industry associations will give an update
on progress and on the likely next steps
regarding various challenges to the
regional and global business.
FRANK O’CONNELL, PRESIDENT, DUTY
FREE WORLD COUNCIL
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN, PRESIDENT, TFWA
SARAH BRANQUINHO, PRESIDENT,
EUROPEAN TRAVEL RETAIL CONFEDERATION
KEITH SPINKS, SECRETARY
GENERAL, EUROPEAN TRAVEL RETAIL
CONFEDERATION

Moderator: Michael Barrett, Executive
Officer, Asia Pacific Travel Retail
Association

President, Asia
Pacific Travel
Retail Association

TOMMY SOETOMO
President Director, Angkasa Pura Airports

14:15-15:45 AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS
Please note: Workshops C & D run simultaneously

WORKSHOP C: SOUTH-EAST ASIA

WORKSHOP D: INDIA AND SOUTH ASIA

Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Begonia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
From established hubs such as Singapore
Changi and Hong Kong International
to rapidly emerging markets such as
Indonesia and Vietnam, South-East Asia
is a patchwork of dynamic and diverse
travel retail locations. Many of the world’s
most profitable travel links are to be found
in the region – between Singapore and
Jakarta, for example, or HKIA to mainland
China – and South-East Asian travellers
are among the most brand-conscious
shoppers anywhere.
Recent hotly-contested tenders and
the investment being made by leading
international operators are testament to
the potential of the region. This workshop
will feature contributions from some of
the companies seeking to exploit that
potential.
ROBERT WALONI, DIRECTOR AND BOARD
MEMBER, ANGKASA PURA AIRPORTS
PETER HARBISON, CHAIRMAN, CAPA –
CENTRE FOR AVIATION
TONY DETTER, GROUP MANAGING
DIRECTOR, INFLIGHT SALES GROUP

India has been described as the “sleeping giant” of duty free and travel retail,
lagging behind its Asian neighbours with
regard to infrastructure and quality of
environment. However, new terminals
in the key airports of Delhi and Mumbai
are changing perceptions of the market,
while the rise of the Indian middle class
provides opportunities for brands and
operators alike.
This workshop will look in depth not only
at India and the Indian consumer, but also
at key markets elsewhere in South Asia,
including Sri Lanka, where new developments in infrastructure are designed to
enhance the island’s appeal to tourists.
ARGHYA CHAKRAVARTY, CEO, TIMES OOH
PAUL TOPPING, DIRECTOR AND BOARD
MEMBER, FLEMINGO INTERNATIONAL
DUNCAN LAWLEY, CEO, DELHI DUTY
FREE SERVICES

Moderator: John Sutcliffe, Travel Retail
Consultant

Moderator: Doug Newhouse, Editorial
Director, Travel Retail Business

15:45-16:15
BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE

16:15-17:00 CLOSING
PLENARY SESSION:
ASIA 2020
Cassia Conference Hall, Level 3, Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
Translation available in Mandarin
and Japanese
The 21st century is regarded by many
as the period of most rapid change in
history. The way in which we consume and
communicate is constantly evolving, with
profound effects on all sectors. Consumers and companies in Asia Pacific, having
long embraced innovation and change, are
shaping tomorrow’s business landscape.
Entitled Asia 2020, the closing session of
the conference will explore how tomorrow’s Asian traveller will behave; what
they will buy, where and how they will
buy it. Jorge Rodriguez, Director of brand
development consultant Brand Alliance,
will share exclusive research on ‘Generation Y’ shoppers, whose aspirations and
behaviour will shape the way brands and
retailers market their products in future.
Jorge will be joined by Shubhodeep Pal,
Vice President of SimpliFlying, an aviation
marketing consultancy that is changing
the way airlines and airports do business.
Shubhodeep will explore how mobile
connectivity will continue to transform the
way customers behave, and how travel
retail companies can take advantage at all
points within the travel chain.
JORGE RODRIGUEZ, DIRECTOR, BRAND
ALLIANCE
SHUBHODEEP PAL, VICE PRESIDENT,
SIMPLIFLYING

This session will be moderated by
John Rimmer, Conference, Research and
Corporate Affairs Director, Tax Free World
Association.
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS
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FRESH FACES
IN SINGAPORE

01

This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference is bigger than ever,
and many eye-catching brands are exhibiting for the first time or returning
after an absence, keeping the offer fresh. Here, we profile a selection of
the newcomers in Singapore. Further instalments of our focus on new and
returning exhibitors will follow in subsequent issues of The Daily.

CALVIN KLEIN JEANS 01

DISTELL 02

BASEMENT 2 K24

BASEMENT 2 J6

WHO ARE YOU?
Calvin Klein Jeans is
the casual expression
of a modern American
designer lifestyle. It is
rooted in denim, and is
famous for its unique
details and innovative
treatments. The Calvin
Klein Jeans lifestyle offers
contemporary, relevant
apparel for men and
women, including accessories, watches, jewellery,
footwear and eyewear.
Calvin Klein Jeans Accessories includes men’s and
women’s shoes, handbags,
wallets, belts, watches,
jewellery, and eyewear.
Calvin Klein Underwear is
known across the globe
for its sexy, cutting-edge
products and groundbreaking visuals, consistently delivering innovative
designs with superior fit
and quality.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Our customers span a
variety of demographics
but aspire to a cool, sexy,
urban lifestyle. They
appreciate classic, simple,
yet modern quality apparel
and accessories.

Our objectives are to
showcase our Fall 2014
product lines and new
store concept design,
and to connect with new
and existing partners in
the travel retail market,
and share our strategy
and investment plan to
become a major player in
the market in the coming
years.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
At the end of 2013, we
had over 1,800 apparel
retail doors of Calvin Klein
Collection, Calvin Klein
platinum label, Calvin
Klein Jeans and Calvin
Klein Underwear throughout Asia Pacific, and we
are now ready to expand
our presence to the travel
retail environment. With
our well established and
growing domestic retail
distribution in Asia Pacific,
we are now looking to
develop our business in
duty free environments
to broaden the customer
experience.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
Our Calvin Klein Jeans
product is well balanced
in both aspirational and
commercial aspects,
which leads and inspires
consumers that are
trend aware and globally
engaged. Calvin Klein
Underwear combines both
function and design. The
line appeals to men and
women who are modern,
sexy and cool.

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

Distell is Africa’s leading
producer of wines, spirits
and ready-to-drinks.
The world’s third largest
producer of ciders,
amongst the top ten
global brandy producers and one of the top
12 wine marketers, the
South African-based
company has a varied and
versatile portfolio priced
across the spectrum. Its
luxury portfolio includes
specialty liqueurs, a
unique new spirit, cognac,
Scotch single malts, as
well as internationally
award-winning wines.

Distell is steadily expanding its travel retail
division, headed by Marius
Fouché, who is assembling a team of highly
experienced duty free
specialists, equipped to
create exclusive and niche
offerings for connoisseurs in key markets.
Asia Pacific is a priority
market for the business,
with newly appointed
General Manager Luke
Maga a seasoned travel
retail player in the region,
developing opportunities.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

We see this as an opportunity to introduce our
strengthened, expanded
team to both established
and new customers. We
shall also be showcasing
our current collection
of travel retail exclusive
products. These include

Global travellers, with
an eye for connoisseurship, keen to acquire
top-quality, specialty
beverages of distinctive
provenance and sensory
appeal.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

Amarula Gold. Made for
mixing, this adventurous new luxury product
is produced from the
marula fruit, indigenous
to sub-Saharan Africa.
Bisquit XO Rose Gold is
a limited release of just
1,819 bottles of specially
selected casks blended
to create this prestige,
flagship offering.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
We offer a travel retail
range of products that
have won international
acclaim for excellence.
They are brands of very
distinctive provenance.
The not-for-profit Amarula
Trust funds research into
elephant conservation and
runs job creation projects
for rural women. It also
provides scholarships for
rural candidates to study
field guiding as a way of
promoting eco-sensitive
tourism.

Visit us at Stand

C10
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS
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TONINO LAMBORGHINI MOBILE 03

WALDEMAR BEHN 04

BASEMENT 2 A15

BASEMENT 2 D34

WHO ARE YOU?
The Tonino Lamborghini
Group is a lifestyle
experience brand with an
Italian design heritage
and luxury at its core.
The Group designs and
develops a vast and iconic
range of luxury products
and experiences, including mobiles, watches,
eyewear, jewellery, home
furnishing, clothing,
sports accessories, Italian
beverages, 5-star boutique
hotels and chic restaurants and lounges around
the world. All products are
united under the instantly
recognisable symbol of
the Tonino Lamborghini
Group, the ‘Raging Bull’.
For more than 30 years,
Tonino Lamborghini has
been a byword for ‘made
in Italy’.
The authority of the name
of Tonino Lamborghini in
the world of design and
luxury is well established.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our target is the people
who want to express their
emotions and their social
status, who are successful
and know the value of
their money. That’s why
it’s important for them
not only to get a branded
product, but also a product
with decent specifications
and capabilities that’s
able to satisfy their high
demands.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
The project Tonino
Lamborghini Mobile is
relatively young. Only
at the end of 2013 did
we introduce the first
product in the line of
mobile phones called
Antares. This spring we
have prepared the line
of headphones called
Quantum and we are
interested in increasing sales volumes of

our products. We are
convinced that TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, taking place
in this rapidly developing
region, conforms to our
requirements.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We treat the tax free
segment as one of the
most important for our
business. We are interested in increasing sales
volumes of our products,
thus we would like to
find as many partners as
possible with which we
could collaborate in
this segment.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Designed in Italy, forged
by a star.

WHO ARE YOU?
Waldemar Behn is a
leading family-owned
company in the German
liquor business, initially
founded in 1892. The
company is managed by
the fourth generation,
brothers Rüdiger and
Waldemar Behn, and
is still fully independent. Waldemar Behn is
renowned for launching
innovative spirits and
creative brands. The
newest addition to the
portfolio, added in 2013, is
Denmark’s globally recognised DANZKA Vodka.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
DANZKA Vodka is targeted
to premium brand
consumers. Internationally, DANZKA vodka is
one of the bestselling
vodka brands in global
duty free. It is for people
with attitude who stand

out from the crowd. They
are modern, edgy, urban,
noticeable and different.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

DANZKA Vodka:
• Danish design: innovative aluminium bottle that
stands out, but also has
functional benefits;
• A premium quality and
award winning vodka from
Denmark with a Scandinavian heritage;
• Premium quality based
on a 100% whole grain
spirit that has been
through a six-column
continuous distillation;
• Innovative flavours made
from only natural flavouring.

We want to expand the
already growing business
for DANZKA Vodka in the
region. We will meet with
existing clients to discuss
further opportunities and
new clients to enlarge
our network. We will also
introduce Dooley’s Original
Cream Liqueur, with its
four fantastic and unique
flavours, to the market.

Dooley’s:
• Dooley’s is certainly
the most awarded cream
liqueur in the world;
• Dooley’s is 50% lower
in fat than usual cream
liqueurs – ideal for mixing
or enjoying pure;
• Dooley’s has unique
flavours and high quality
ingredients.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
DANZKA Vodka returns to
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference after
an absence of a few years
with new owners. Under
its new owners, DANZKA
Vodka is expanding its
business significantly,
especially in travel retail.

Visit us at Stand
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The vibrant Asia Pacific
region is seen as pivotal
in the ambitions of many
major brands as they
further grow their travel
retail businesses. As one of
the key drivers of growth
in travel retail, the confectionery category has so
much to offer and so many
fantastic brands. It can, of
course, encourage travellers in-store as a footfall
driver, while its nature as
an impulse purchase helps
conversion to buying.
Mars International Travel Retail
(Basement 2 N29) has a great
programme of activations and
promotions for 2014, focusing on M&Ms, Celebrations,
Galaxy Jewels, Snickers, Extra,
Skittles and Teasers. “We are
also continuing to open M&Ms
shops in airport stores, and also
have new exciting, dramatic,
fabulous outlets planned in all
regions,” commented Lieke
Duijmelings, Marketing Director,
Mars International Travel Retail.
“We aim to introduce more
exclusive travel retail lines, and
overall we want to bring more
fun and traveller engagement

MOUTHWATERING
INNOVATIONS
The confectionery category continues to show dynamic growth, with a
very positive double-digit increase in 2013, and many leading brands
are engaging travellers with exciting new products, promotions and
activations. Report by Ross Falconer.
to the confectionery category.”
Its new products include
three travel retail exclusives –
Celebrations Big Sweet, MARS
Maltesers Teasers, and M&Ms
Wheels Dispenser. “Offering
exclusive items such as these
gives travellers the feeling of
buying something unique and
special, making them the perfect
surprise gift item for a loved
one,” Duijmelings added.
Nestlé International Travel
Retail’s (Basement 2 K29)
incremental sales growth is

largely driven by its new product
launches, which Alan Brennan,
Head of Sales, explained “are
developed with a shoppercentric approach to better
understand the shopper needs
and motivation to purchase
through insight”. NITR will
present several new travel retail
exclusive products at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference,
including Nescafé Sharing Bags,
which have been introduced
to strengthen its presence in
the beverages category; KIT

05
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KAT Mix 748g Sharing Bag – an
exclusive mixed bag of 36 two
finger bars in different flavours:
milk, dark, new orange, and
cookies and cream; KIT KAT Mini
517g Sharing Bag – an exclusive
sharing bag with new packaging shape, and greater shelf
visibility; Nestlé SWISS – two
new versions of the travel retail
exclusive 300g tablets, Nestlé
Swiss Milk Almonds Nougatine
and Nestlé Swiss Dark Hazelnuts; Smarties – revitalising the
successful Toppers range, NITR
is introducing new toys based
on the latest DISNEY PIXAR film
characters from Monsters and
Planes; and exclusive to travel
retail is a new look Quality Street
438g carton.
More and more retailers are
realising that the confectionery
category offers high impulse
buy items which can add to
basket size, however the correct
approach is vital in maximising

01 The Hershey Company recently
began shipping two new items to expand
its Reese’s brand line-up – Reese’s
White Miniatures and Reese’s Pieces.
02 Mars International Travel Retail’s
exciting new products include
Celebrations Big Sweet. Available in
310g, it has been designed to represent
a giant gift-wrapped chocolate.
03 Nestlé International Travel Retail’s
new travel retail exclusive products
include KIT KAT Mix 748g Sharing Bag –
an exclusive mixed bag of 36 two finger
bars in different flavours: milk, dark,
new orange, and cookies and cream.
04 Anthon Berg’s new products include
Sweet Moments Truffles Collection,
which contains milk chocolate and
nougat truffles. It features a premium
square box, while the split mix inside
has been upgraded for even sharper
consumer targeting.
05 Mondelez World Travel Retail
is presenting a groundbreaking
partnership between two of its hottest
brands – Milka and Oreo. Milka Oreo
Big Size tablet offers a delicious
combination of tender Alpine milk
chocolate and a generous layer of Oreo
biscuits with milk and chocolate cream.

Tic Tac T100 mint gets a new look with its rst souvenir collection! The famously cool mint is now available in a wide range
of destination packs especially designed for souvenir hunters and tic tac fans. New layouts can be added month to month,
making it an unlimited collection. There is no more innovative way to take your sales to a new level!
Please visit us at TFWA Singapore, Stand N1 from 11th to 15th May and discover the whole portfolio.
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the potential of confectionery
within the retail mix. “Perfect
Store is a shopper insight driven
category initiative that has been
developed by NITR over a number
of years to specifically create the
opportunity to maximise revenues
for our retail partners; not just for
confectionery but across various
categories,” commented Brennan.
“Adapted to each individual
retailer’s needs, it provides simple
workable solutions driven by
shopper insight, to better understand the barriers to purchase,
develop activations to overcome
these barriers, bring to market
and measure. This is called the
three-step process: InsightAction-Evaluation.”
The Hershey Company (Basement
2 G31) is, similarly insightdriven, and understanding the
consumer and tailoring products
and marketing programmes is
paramount to its success. “It is
important to understand the key
nationalities in the Asia Pacific
market and their motivation for
purchasing in the confectionery
category,” explained Mike
Riemondy, Senior Brand Manager
– Travel Retail, The Hershey
Company. “The Hershey Company
will endeavour to continue to bring
innovation to the Asia market that
is based on a deep understanding
of shopper and consumer needs,
targets key and growing usage

08

07

occasions, considers specific
market dynamics, and meets our
customer partner needs.”
Hershey is focused on three key
growth drivers: Ease of Shop,
Maximise Impulse, and Unlock
Snacking. “By simply getting
category management basics
right in-store, retailers can expect
immediate increases in the range
of around 10% to their confectionery category sales,” Riemondy
said. The Brookside brand, which
offers soft fruit-flavoured centres
covered in rich dark chocolate,
has been a strong performer for
Hershey. To capitalise on this
success, it is adding larger bags
to enhance value and provide
consumers with a sharing option
for Brookside. There are two
flavours – Dark Chocolate Acai
and Dark Chocolate Pomegranate
– in 595g bags. “We also recently
began shipping two new items to
expand our Reese’s brand line-up
– Reese’s White Miniatures and
Reese’s Pieces. As you travel
through Singapore Changi Airport,
check out our gift with purchase
featuring a Reese’s Branded Tote
Bag,” Riemondy added.

DIFFERENTIATING
THE OFFER
Creativity is, of course, hugely
important in travel retail.
Travellers have increasingly
high expectations of their travel

09

retail experience, and retailers
and brands are responding
with an unprecedented level
of creativity and innovation.
Differentiating the offer from
the high street is key to a more
compelling product proposition
and a stronger reason to buy.
Frédérique Rosier, Marketing
Manager, NITR, commented:
“We offer a wide range of travel
retail exclusives both for our key
global brands, including KIT KAT
and SMARTIES, and regional
favourites such as QUALITY
STREET and AFTER EIGHT.
Our NESTLE SWISS brand is
completely exclusive to travel
retail and is consistently one of
our bestsellers, offering travellers a unique product with Swiss
quality and heritage.”
Mondelez World Travel Retail
(Basement 2 J24) believes
confectionery has more
untapped potential than any
other category. When launching
its ‘Delighting Travelers’ vision
at the end of 2012, it presented a
blueprint that it felt could drive
$3 billion of growth by 2015.
“That is a very ambitious target,
but we remain confident that
by driving continual improvements in confectionery retailing
it is very much an attainable
goal,” Jaya Singh, Regional
Director, Middle East & Asia
Pacific, Mondelez WTR said.

10
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“Our strategy revolves around
driving growth in three key areas
– ‘More Travellers, More Spend,
More Often’.”
Travellers often want to be
surprised in travel retail with
engaging shopping experiences.
By creating a buzz and giving
them something they can’t find
on the high street, the industry
can drive traffic and conversion.
Mars International Travel Retail’s
big activations, displays and
shops are doing just that. For
example, this year the Watch – M
campaign will create excitement
at many major airports. The
M&Ms Buzz Game was a very
successful promotion, developed
for high-traffic locations, which
created genuine interaction for
customers. Duijmelings said:
“The ultimate tool for converting
travellers into shoppers, the
interactive customer experience
included a real quizmaster and
proved to be a great success,
massively increasing our sales.”
Godiva (Basement 2 L2),
similarly, believes that compelling and engaging in-store
events are vital, offering buzz
and excitement. Throughout
the year it creates high profile
presentations and activities to
support new launches in-store
and create an exclusive shopping
environment. “Currently we
are promoting our exclusive

06 Exclusive to travel retail, Godiva’s
Messages Tout Chocolat is described
as perfect for gifting, with beautiful
packaging. The mix of four different
chocolates has been created to
represent Zen, Luck, Love, and Joy.
07 Among the new ranges being
launched by Butlers Chocolates
is the new 190g Irish Whiskey
Assortment, which contains a
mouthwatering collection of
chocolates flavoured with the taste
of smooth Irish Whiskey.
08 Duc d’O is launching its new Duc
d’O dark truffles with cherries in a
travel retail exclusive gift bag.
09 Ritter Sport is expanding its
travel retail exclusive range. A new
product in travel retail exclusive
packaging is Ritter Sport Choco
Cubes, which contains 34 individually
wrapped chocolate cubes in typical
Ritter Sport flavours.
10 Chocolat Frey is presenting its
new travel retail exclusive Premium
Crunchy Caramel 300g Tablet.

Messages Tout Chocolat collection to travellers internationally,”
explained Christoph Neusser,
VP Global Travel Retail, Godiva
Chocolatier. “This beautifully
designed, trendy gift-box sets
Godiva’s standards in terms
of quality and is the perfect
way to express good feelings
to someone, thanks to the
enjoyable messages that the
four delicious chocolates offer
of Zen, Luck, Love, and Joy.

The Tastes of
Happiness.

Iconic brands. Delicious choices. And new Travel Retail Exclusives
such as REESE’S Pieces and REESE’S White Peanut Butter Cups
Miniatures. You bring all this and more to your customers with
Hershey’s extraordinary portfolio of chocolate and confections.
New Location! Visit us at Stand G31 at the TFWA Asia Pacific Show.

HERSHEY’S

www.hersheystravelretail.com

I

HER S H E Y ’ S K I SS E S

I

REESE’S

I

ICE BREAKERS

I

J OL LY RA N C H E R

I

B R OOKS I DE
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To bring interactivity onto the
shop floor, the dedicated Visual
Merchandising team has created
an enticing interactive promotion
enabling travellers to enjoy a
truly different experience whilst
shopping in airports. A special
ball chair, in the colours of
the gift-box, invites travellers
to ‘live’ a relaxing audio and
visual experience. Whilst sitting
in a closed environment an
application will allow them to
enjoy a moment of ‘Zen’, ‘Luck’,
‘Love’ or ‘Joy’, and to share it
using an iPad application to
send a personal message to a
special someone. It creates a
true sensorial experience.” The
promotion is taking place in
seven key airports globally this
year, including Asia Pacific.
Godiva’s launch of Création
Pralinés will also be supported
in-store with high profile activations that will delight travellers
with an exploration of scents to
really tantalise the taste buds.
Création Pralinés is a travel
retail exclusive that offers 18
exquisite chocolates with four
new recipes.
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and different from products
available on the high street. We
are increasing the amount of
travel retail exclusive lines in our
portfolio on a continual basis,”
explained Aisling Walsh, Marketing Director, Butlers Chocolates.
The Asian market is key for
Anthon Berg’s (Basement 2
E28) travel retail business, so
this is kept in mind in its overall
product development. It tailors
products specifically tapping
into Asian tastes. “An example
of this is our Dual Liqueur Gold
Pack, which is gold wrapped –
perceived more as a gift item by
Asian consumers,” commented
Tomas Bruun, Travel Retail
Director, Anthon Berg. “We
also tailor promotions to the
Asian market – always in close
cooperation with our partners.”

11

12

TAILORED PRODUCTS
AND PROMOTIONS
Tailoring products to meet the
needs of discerning travellers
in the Asia Pacific market can
include creating beautiful,
deluxe gift boxes, and travel
retail exclusive and luxury
souvenir lines. Indeed, Butlers
Chocolates (Basement 2 C31)
is doing just that. It is launching three ranges at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference:
Irish Whiskey Assortment,
Chocolatier’s Collection,
and Limited Edition boxes.
The company attaches great
importance to creativity in travel
retail. “Considering such a large
proportion of confectionery in
travel retail is purchased as
a gift, it is important that the
recipient sees it as a gift and
something that is a bit special

13

Anthon Berg is releasing four
new products this year: The
Generous Box is a bright pink
hexagonal box of either premium
dark or whole milk chocolate
solids individually wrapped and
carrying sweet and generous
messages to put a smile on
the face of whoever is offered a
piece of the delicate chocolate
or the whole box to enjoy; Five
Chocolate Sticks (Travellers
Exclusive) is a sophisticated

five-pack of slim chocolate
sticks with four delicious varieties – Dark Almond/Sea Salt,
Dark Chili/Honey/Almond, Milk
Nougat and 2 x Milk Caramel
Crisp; Sweet Moments Truffles
Collection (Travellers Exclusive)
contains milk chocolate and
nougat truffles and weighs 450g;
and finally it is also reviving and
improving the Royal Selection
(Travellers Exclusive) truffles gift
box and the Adore (Travellers
Exclusive) truffle gift box for the
Asian market.
“The confectionery category has
huge potential in travel retail for
two main reasons, as we see it,”
said Bruun. “First of all, confectionery is continuously becoming
more premium, thus creating a
higher value. Secondly, because
of increasing buying power,
especially in Asia. Our strategy
for maximising the potential is
making our products available
and winning space. Our specific
aim is to become category leader
in liqueur filled chocolates in
travel retail.”
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Many brands are also applying
a similar tailored approach to
in-store promotions. Chocolat
Frey (Basement 2 G9) for
example, which is presenting
its new travel retail exclusive
Premium Crunchy Caramel 300g
Tablet, believes it is important
to offer promotions tailored to
the Asia Pacific market, and
Claudia Rosenberg, Head of
Travel Retail, Chocolat Frey,
commented that gifts with
purchase work very well in Asia.
She added that Chocolat Frey
offers “travel retail exclusive
packaging with a premium look
whenever we can”. “Promotions
like tastings work excellently.
Also, price-off promotions
generate good volume. Entertaining consumers with an
easy to understand mechanic
helps build the brand and the
attractiveness of the category,”
Rosenberg said.
Lindt & Sprüngli (Basement 2
F32) is presenting an innovative new product – LINDT
DIVA – a truffles range offering
a completely new recipe and
packaging concept. The highend range features a variety
of four different, gold-dusted
truffle pralines with deliciously
creamy fillings. The range is a
travel retail exclusive in Asia
and is targeted towards women.
Eva-Maria Maute, Marketing
Manager Duty Free, Lindt &
Sprüngli, explained that “test
sales in the travel retail environment have impressively proven
the huge sales potential LINDT
DIVA offers, with sales three to
four times higher than sales
of comparable product offers”.
Meanwhile, the LINDOR spring
global promotion has been
very successful, with partners

11 Rausch is exhibiting its
travel retail exclusive World
of Chocolate collection with
a new up-to-date design and
more precise labelling to
reflect the plantation source.
12 Fauchon is launching a
travel retail exclusive 2014
gift set, which includes a
jam with kiwi seeds, lime
and passion fruit, as well as
a refreshing tea with exotic
notes of lime, coconut, lemon
sorbet and green mint.
13 New to Hawaiian Host’s
portfolio are the new flavour
Coconut Caramacs: Coconutinfused caramel mixed with
macadamias, covered in milk
chocolate and then sprinkled
with toasted coconut flakes.

and consumers loving the
pink colour of the new limited
edition LINDOR tube, and the six
flavours offered in this special
premium edition.
Duc d’O (Basement 2 C32) is
launching its new Duc d’O dark
truffles with cherries in a travel
retail exclusive gift bag. “This is
an amazing new product giving
an exceptional taste experience,”
said Liesbeth Kegelaers, Brand
Manager, Duc d’O. “We use real
cherries in the product that
gives a very rich taste profile.
We believe this product will do
especially well in Asia.”
Kegelaers also expounded the
benefits of promotions as a
way to capture the consumer’s
attention, highlighting that Duc
d’O has undertaken “several
successful promotions with
uplifts of up to 103%”, combining
“unique visibility materials with
an attractive offer and product
sampling”. “A good promotion
is a win-win for both parties,
and each party has to play their
role,” added Kegelaers. “The
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operator needs to understand
the additional volume and
margin opportunity and provide
the right space. The brand
owner needs to balance between
volume opportunity and the
brand image. A good promotion
ticks all these boxes.”
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EXCLUSIVES –
A COMPELLING MOTIVATION
Shoppers in Asia Pacific are
value driven, which is not the
same as saying price sensitive,
so promotions that offer value
tend to be popular. They are
also very keen on travel retail
exclusive products, in terms of
packaging, formats and flavours,
and this provides a compelling

14

motivation for Asian shoppers.
Mondelez World Travel Retail
is responding with a range of
new products. A number of new
tablet products will be on display
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, including
a groundbreaking partnership
between two of Mondelez WTR’s
hottest brands – Milka and Oreo.
“Milka Oreo Big Size tablet
offers a delicious combination of
tender Alpine milk chocolate and
a generous layer of Oreo biscuits
with milk and chocolate cream
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to deliver a completely new
product and taste experience,”
explained Singh. “Strongly
differentiated and with a travel
retail exclusive design, the Milka
Oreo Big Size tablet will attract
both chocolate lovers and biscuit
fans around the world.”
He added that Cadbury Marvellous Creations is making its
debut in travel retail with two
new multi-sensory eating
experiences – the combination
of smooth and creamy Dairy Milk
chocolate with Jelly Popping
Candy Shells and with Cookie
Nut Crunch. Meanwhile, classic
favourites Cadbury Dairy Milk,
Cadbury Dairy Milk Whole Nut,
and Cadbury Dairy Milk Fruit &
Nut are presented in an exciting new format and packaging
design, unique to the channel,
to create a travel retail exclusive
Cadbury Dairy Milk tablet range.
Hawaiian Host’s (Basement 2
E28) travel retail sales continue
to grow steadily, and new to its
portfolio are the new flavour
Coconut Caramacs: Coconutinfused caramel mixed with
macadamias, covered in milk
chocolate and then sprinkled
with toasted coconut flakes. Also
on display in Singapore will be
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the new look Maui Caramacs,
a longtime island favourite.
Delicate dry roasted macadamias are smothered in smooth,
soft homemade caramel and
covered in creamy milk chocolate. Kona Caramacs have also
had a makeover. Made with real
Kona Coffee, smooth caramel is
infused with a Kona coffee blend,
mixed with macadamias then
smothered in Hawaiian Host’s
signature milk chocolate. Hawaiian Host considers travel retail
exclusives an important part of

14 Ferrero Travel Market is presenting
a new colourful travel retail exclusive
set of destination 49g packs from Tic
Tac – the Tic Tac T100 Travel Collection,
which celebrates monuments and cities
of the world.
15 Villars Maître chocolatier is presenting
a range of three chocolate bars with no
added sugar. The 100g bars are made with
Stevia natural sweetener and the range
includes: dark 70%, dark 70% & hazelnuts,
and dark 70% & raspberry.
16 Perfetti Van Melle Global Travel Retail’s
new products include Chupa Chups Animal
Mega Chups – the fun animal head outers,
either giraffe, rhino or panda, each hold 10
flavoured lollipops.

Mars ITR is a leading player in the confectionery category.
We combine insights, vision and global strength with powerful brands
to create fantastic in-store opportunities.
Contact your local account manager and see what we can accomplish together!

Let’s face it, if consumers can’t resist M, how can you?

® M&M’s and the M&M’s Characters are registered trademarks. © Mars 2014.

They sell as good
as they taste

C HOCOL AT E S M A DE FROM
T H E B E S T FIN E FL AVOUR COCOA S IN T H E WOR LD

V I S I T U S AT
T F WA A S I A PAC I F I C E X H I B I T I O N .
BASEMENT 2 , BOOTH A6
W W W. R AU S C H . D E
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HARIBO (Basement 2 A28) is presenting four highlights
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. These
include HARIBO Spring Box, HARIBO Plush Goldbear
with Goldbear Minis, HARIBO Tangfastics 450g, and
HARIBO Pasta Basta Fruity Mix 450g. HARIBO Plush
Goldbear with Goldbear Minis (pictured) will be available
from June 2014. It is an attractive transparent gift box
with original plush Goldbear and Goldbear mini bags.

its business, which increase the likelihood
of impulse purchasing. It also considers
promotions to be a very effective way to
capture the consumer’s attention.
Rausch (Basement 2 A6) is relatively
new to travel retail and is exhibiting its
travel retail exclusive World of Chocolate
collection with a new up-to-date design
and more precise labelling to reflect the
plantation source. “The category has a
very interesting future, people are no
longer looking for average products and
we ensure that our products make a
statement,” explained Jörn Schumann,
Managing Director, Rausch Schokoladen.
“Our strategy involves offering consumers
a simple philosophy – confectionery can
be premium. We are providing travellers
with the perfect impulse gift for a loved
one, and they are guaranteed 100% quality
chocolate, that is totally unique. Our
brand is unique in travel retail, no other
confectionery brand offers the traveller
what we do – pureness at all levels. The
use of only 100% fine-flavour cocoa from
a single country, along with minimum use
of flavours and ingredients, results in us
offering the traveller the highest possible
quality chocolate. With attractive packaging, and a mixture of ranges, our products
are the perfect gifting item.”
Fauchon’s (Basement 2 C29) philosophy
is to provide travellers with a branded
shopping experience, the Parisian spirit
and the gourmet atmosphere of its Paris
flagship store. It is launching a travel
retail exclusive 2014 gift set, which
includes a jam with kiwi seeds, lime and
passion fruit, as well as a refreshing tea
with exotic notes of lime, coconut, lemon
sorbet and green mint. “We are developing



our airport presence through the gift shop
concept – a concept completely dedicated
to gifts made in France, offering the best
of French know-how and creative recipes
through fresh products and groceries,”
explained Séverine Brochard, Fauchon
Travel Retail Sales Representative. “We
also aim to animate the gift shop with
limited and exclusive editions specially
designed for travel retail.”
Ritter Sport (Basement 2 F8) is presenting the latest additions to its travel retail
exclusive range – Ritter Sport Choco
Cubes, Ritter Sport mini Pouch, and Ritter
Sport mini Tower. Its strategy is to provide
the consumer with new and innovative
products/flavours, high quality packaging that cannot be found in domestic
markets and, therefore, an exclusive
shopping experience – whether it is for
gifting, sharing or self-consumption.
“Creativity and differentiation from the
high street definitely is one of the most
important aspects if brand owners want
to successfully launch a product in
travel retail,” added Katharina Tyrolt,
Global Travel Retail Manager, International Division, Ritter Sport. “Our travel
retail exclusive items come in high
quality packaging designed exclusively
for travellers, including high quality
packaging materials, print colours, gloss
or matt finish and embossing.”
Ferrero Travel Market (Basement 2
N1) is experiencing solid growth in all
sub-categories – its Kinder portfolio, the
pralines range and Nutella. The sugar
sub-category – Tic Tac – is growing
incredibly fast and also becoming very
important in travel retail. Indeed, Ferrero
will present exciting new products in its
Tic Tac, Kinder and Nutella ranges at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. Francois Godin, General Manager,
explained that Ferrero believes in great
products of excellent quality, attractively
presented, with a selection of focus
items which are exclusive to the channel.
“Our brands are very creative in their
approach – they have to be, given the
intense competition – designing gift
presentations like the Raffaello Coffret
‘tied’ with a red ribbon and the Nutella
350g with the collectable n-handle mug,
the Kinder Pilot containing seven Kinder
Surprises and the Tic Tac T100 travel
collection,” he commented. “Travellers
will buy regular lines for a snack or a
stock cupboard, but for a gift – which is a
major driver in travel retail – they choose
something a bit special.”
It certainly seems that the category’s
growth will increasingly come from
novelties, new products, promotions
and activities.

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS
Asia Pacific is highly important for Perfetti
Van Melle Global Travel Retail (Basement
2 E29), particularly key countries like
Malaysia, China, Singapore and Thailand,
where it sees significant potential for
growth. “The potential of the confectionery category is limitless, there are
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always going to be passengers looking
for snacking and gifting opportunities,”
stated Susan De Vree, Global Travel Retail
Manager, Perfetti Van Melle GTR. “PVM
continues to focus on high visibility and
merchandising. We know that purchases
of Mentos, Mentos Gum and Chupa Chups
are very high impulse, and therefore
strong merchandising and display are
crucial to our sales. Innovation for PVM is
also very important. Innovation is based
on flavour and packaging.”
PVM’s new products include Chupa Chups
Animal Mega Chups – the fun animal head
outers, either giraffe, rhino or panda,
each hold 10 flavoured lollipops. Also new
is Mentos Animal Money-Box; available in four different flavours, including
strawberry, lemon, cola and orange, these
Mentos feature in an animal piggy bank –
either lion, zebra, or elephant.
Villars Maître chocolatier (Basement 2
C28) is launching three new products.
Napolitains Golden Box 400g is a premium
gift box featuring seven flavours: Swiss
milk, milk hazelnut, milk caramel, dark
72%, dark coffee, dark crunchy, and dark
almonds. Also new are the indulgence
Swiss chocolates, which showcase the
original traditional know-how of Villars
Maître chocolatier in two 100g chocolate
bars: Swiss milk chocolate filled with
Scotch whisky pure malt, and Swiss milk
chocolate filled with Rhum de Martinique.
Finally, Villars Maître chocolatier is also

presenting a range of three chocolate
bars with no added sugar. The 100g bars
are made with Stevia natural sweetener
and the range includes: dark 70%,
dark 70% & hazelnuts, and dark 70% &
raspberry. “Travellers are looking for
new things, new tastes to discover just to
make the trip last longer and bring back
very unique products to their special
ones. It is part of the travel experience,”
commented Faozia Math-Ly-Roun,
Travel Retail Manager, Mademoiselle de
Margaux / Villars chocolates.
La Cure Gourmande (Basement 2 D29)
is new to travel retail and is a concept
that integrates biscuits, chocolate and
other confectionery, handmade in France.
Its tin boxes are tailored to fit with local
markets, and La Cure Gourmande’s Patricia Delaunay explained that “the potential
is high, mostly in specialised and branded
confectionery products”.
These insights from several of the
confectionery category’s leading brands
demonstrate the importance of having
the right range and promotional tools,
and the right in-store environment, while
understanding the needs of shoppers
and meeting those needs in an efficient
and engaging way. They also show the
effectiveness of travel retail exclusive
formats, which offer real added value,
presented using excellent merchandising and promotional tools designed to
engage directly with the consumer.

LEISURE & SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Sunday 11 May, 19:30
Raffles Hotel
The Welcoming
Cocktail returns to
the iconic Raffles
Hotel – birthplace
of the worldfamous Singapore
Sling. The theme
this year is ‘Style
& Shake’, and the
evening will blend
taste with colour
as mixologists
create a range of
expertly-crafted
cocktails, from
classics to
refreshing fruit
smoothies.
By invitation only
Dress code: Casual
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GOLF
Sunday 11 May, 07:15
Sentosa Golf Club,
Tanjong Course

Double Preoria, Stableford, with
tee-off times from 07:30 onwards.

By invitation only
(part of the full
delegate package)
Dress code: Casual

KINDLY
SPONSORED BY:
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

The eclectic range of leisure and social activities at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference provides the perfect complement to
a busy week of business. There are many fantastic opportunities for
delegates to relax, unwind and network outside business hours.

TRBUSINESS
ROCKS SINGAPORE

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar has

Monday 12 May to Thursday 15 May

become firmly established as

Breakfast from Tuesday to Thursday,
08:00-09:30

the ideal onsite networking

Drinks from Monday to Wednesday, 18:0019:30 (except Monday, open from 17:00)

colleagues. The large terrace

Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center

as will the new breakfast

venue, and is the perfect place
to unwind with friends and
overlooking Marina Bay is sure
to again be a popular feature,
service available from Tuesday
to Thursday.

Wednesday 14 May, 20:00
Alkaff Mansion

Monday 12 May, 21:30, Barber Shop’s Address: No. 1 Old
Parliament Lane, #01-03, Singapore, 179429
(next to Timbre @ The Arts House)

The Singapore Swing
Party is always a
highlight of the week.
This year guests will
experience a night with
a difference, featuring
stilt-walkers, contortionists, contact jugglers
and mime artists. This
drama and spectacle will
take place in the historic
setting of Alkaff Mansion
– one of Singapore’s
architectural treasures.

for another night of exceptional live
music and hospitality. Doors open
at 21:30, with free admission to all
TFWA badge holders.
Badge holders only
Dress code: Casual

DFNI AWARDS
Tuesday 13 May, 18:00, The Begonia Ballroom, Level 3,
Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center
DFNI will celebrate its 17th annual
DFNI Awards for Travel-Retail in
Asia/Pacific, recognising industry
excellence and innovation in Asia
Pacific, with awards in several

This year’s Chill-Out
Party features a
spectacular new venue
– the Skypark, perched
atop the Marina Bay
Sands. It is a venue
highly conducive to
contemplation and,
alongside the soft
lighting and chilled
soundtrack, guests
will find aromatherapy,
sophrology, massages,
games to exercise the
mind, and canapés.

The popular TFWA Asia Pacific Golf
Tournament is the ideal way to teeoff the week. The competition once
again takes place at the stunning
Sentosa Golf Club, Tanjong Course,
with spectacular sea views
alongside some of Asia’s finest
fairways and greens. As always,
there are fabulous prizes awaiting
the winners of the longest drive
and nearest-the-pin competitions,
as well as for anyone achieving
a hole in one, while new this
year is the nearest to the water
competition.

SOCIAL SCENE

TRBusiness would like to invite
all TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference delegates to its
‘TRBusiness Rocks Singapore’ party
– following on from its successfully
relaunched ‘TRBusiness Rocks
Cannes’ event in October last year –

Tuesday 13 May,
19:30, Skypark,
Marina Bay Sands

By invitation only
(part of the full
delegate package)
Dress code: Smart Casual

categories decided by a vote open to
all companies operating in the region.
Free entry to all badge holders
Dress code: Business
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NEW PRODUCT PREVIEWS
With the addition of a new exhibition hall, this year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference promises to be bigger and better than ever. The range of new products being
showcased is sure to be fresh, innovative and inspiring. Here, we highlight a selection.
Further new product previews will follow in subsequent issues.

JEAN
GENIE
Youthful, seductive, cool,
Calvin Klein Jeans is
the casual expression
of a modern American
designer lifestyle. It is
rooted in denim, and is
famous for its unique
details and innovative
treatments. In its new
designs every season
the brand embraces its
American legacy, and for

A DECADENT
DRAM
A wealth of delectable
spirits are being
showcased by Rémy
Cointreau in Singapore this year. The
spotlight is shining on
Rémy Martin’s august
Cannes Film Festival
limited edition, which
this year is the luxuriant XO Excellence, in a
wonderful golden presentation. Alongside it will
be Rémy Martin Coupe
Shanghai, the first expression in the extraordinary
Collection Héritage,
which pays tribute to key
landmarks in the history
of the house. The collection will consist of limited
edition 70cl decanters of
fine champagne Cognac of
the ‘Extra’ calibre, which
have been crafted from
the finest eau de vie in the
respected house’s cellars.
Also taking centre stage
are the Bruichladdich, a
unique collection of single

malt Scotch whiskies
from an exclusive distillery
on the Scottish island of
Islay, and the small batch
Mount Gay Black Barrel – a
handcrafted rum designed
to appeal to the consumer
who seeks premium spirits
with a great history as
well as a terrific taste. And
last but not least, adding
a bit of extra sparkle is
Cointreau Fizz à Paris, a
one-litre bottle of
Cointreau decorated with a
scene from Parisian nightlife, and the associated
cocktail Cointreau Fizz.
Everybody raise a glass.

Basement 2 E2

Spring 2014 it is presenting
the ‘essence of American
denim’ – iconic, confident
and uncompromising.
The season focuses on
classic denim and favourite staples worn with ease.
Quintessentially 90s Calvin
Klein Jeans are reinterpreted for the modern
man and woman: lived-in
denim is updated with
modern design detailing – heat sealed seams,
fine stitching and almost
invisible pockets – to
juxtapose with a reworked
feel that is tactile and soft
to the touch.

For women the boyfriend
jean, in a low waist fit,
is paired with slouchy,
boyish shirts or classic
white vests. A skinny
straight leg is also
offered, all with an American ease. Cut-offs are
proposed with painted,
frayed edges and denim
jackets complete the
look in two shapes, super
cropped and classic. For
men, the straight slim
and tapered fits are key
for spring. Denims have
a worn-in feel, crackle
washed or raw denim
with selvage seams.

Iconic leather jackets
are offered in white
and black both for him
and her.
Accessories designed
in pale stone hues
complete the season’s
unisex feel. Suede
boots and old school
sneakers in white
leather are ideal for
him and for her. Utility
bags are offered
in supple, grained,
washed leather with a
lived-in feel.

Basement 2
K24

OPULENT OPALS LOVEABLE
JEWELLERY

In celebration of its 30th
anniversary, esteemed
Australian jeweller
Toscow is unveiling a very
special collection that is
particularly close to its
heart. The Dreamtime
collection is an exclusive
range of pendants, rings
and earrings that accent
Australia’s national
gemstone, the opal. Vivid
opals sit elegantly alongside colourful crystals in
refined and stylish pieces
priced between US$199
and US$699.
“The collection is inspired
by indigenous Australian
Aboriginal art, which is
renowned for its use of
colourful dots. Toscow is
famed for beautiful opals
and colourful crystals
and is the leading opal
jeweller in Australia, so
for our 30th anniversary
it makes perfect sense
to combine these two
colourful materials into
one harmonious collection,” Toscow’s General

Manager Francis Ng said.
“What better represents
Australian jewellery than
opal? We are confident it
will be very well-received
by the market.”
The collection is available
across the Australian
domestic market and in all
of Australia’s international
airports. Worldwide, the
collection will be obtainable at all Toscow locations
that retail opals.

Basement 2 B18
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Since the very beginning, love has been
at the heart of every
creation by SUN
Jewelry – the number
one jade jewellery brand
in duty free – and this
year’s collections are no
exception. For 2014 the
Taiwanese jeweller has
peppered its creative
soil with seeds, to grow
the famous flower of
love – the rose – for its
latest collection theme.
At TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference SUN Jewelry is
presenting THE ROSE.
Fashioned with SUN
Jewelry’s renowned
craftsmanship, jades,
pearls and agates are
incorporated into the
patented multifunctional
lock design. Redefining
fashion jewellery as we
know it, each new design
is changeable and can be
worn in up to 15 different

ways to suit every style and
occasion.
SUN Jewelry continues
to push the boundaries of
both style and practicality,
and each of its designs
becomes unique when the
wearer puts it on – just like
roses bloom and flourish
with warm sunlight.

Basement 2 C1
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HIGH-OCTANE OPTICALS
Red Bull Racing Eyewear
is introducing its newest
license brand Infiniti Red
Bull Racing Eyewear
in Singapore this year,
presenting innovative
technology derived from
the four-time world
champion’s team Infiniti
Red Bull Racing to an
astonishing sporty lifestyle
Eyewear collection.
At the forefront Red Bull
Racing Eyewear’s highoctane assortment is a
stylish range of stunning
stainless steel models
inspired by Formula One
technology and design.
Ultra-light materials for
an optimum ‘fit and grip’,
paired with retro lens
shapes for a cool look,

German family-owned
spirits company Waldemar
Behn is launching the
spectacular new design
for its Dooley’s Original
Toffee Cream Liqueur
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
this year, following an
overwhelmingly positive
response to the liqueur’s
new appearance at
TFWA World Exhibition
in Cannes. The new
‘Beyond Luxury’ theme
of the refreshed Dooley’s
presentation fits perfectly
with the redesign, the
extraordinary content and
the fantastic artwork of
the new Dooley’s visuals,
and to complete the
Beyond Luxury experience, Waldemar Behn
is also relaunching
the Dooley’s website,
dooleystoffee.com, in
Singapore, to showcase
the acclaimed liqueur.
The new presentation
of Dooley’s – the most
awarded cream liqueur in
the world – has already
been listed in Thailand and
the UAE. “We are so proud

make this collection so
particular. Also on show
is the Red Bull Racing
Eyewear XMP Collection.
XMP (Extreme Matrix
Polymer) is the world’s
most advanced thermoplastic, and is extremely
flexible, without compromising its durability,
tensile strength or
wearer comfort.
This season’s eye-catching
it product is the Limited
Edition BULLSEYE3,
available in three colours,
in the Red Bull colour
design with a metal logo
on the temples. The red
REVO mirror with the
bull print guarantees
the collection’s success.
The Racing Sunglasses

Collection meanwhile is
being enlarged with two
new unisex models, each
in five colours. Along with
a sporty look, the first-oftheir-kind TR90 polyamide
frames offer high weather
resistance, stability, lightness and high durability.
We’ve had great feedback
from customers,
especially from the Asian
market! Culturally a techsavvy pioneer’s spirit can
be found in this area, and
that’s why our collection
– inspired by Formula One
– is so well received here!”
says Karl Stoiber, Red Bull
Racing Eyewear’s Director
of Global Travel Retail.

Crown Pr ince s s
Coll ection

Basement 2 H10

BEYOND
LUXURY
to have confirmed that
Dooley’s will be with King
Power in Thai airports
from this summer,
and with our partner
Interworld in Beirut and
Truebell in UAE,” said
Torben Vedel Andersen,
Global Sales Director at
Waldemar Behn. “We look
forward to displaying the
Dooley’s family alongside
our global duty free core
brand DANZKA Vodka,”
added Managing Director
Rüdiger Behn.
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Dooley’s is currently available in Original
Toffee Cream Liqueur,
a superb blend of
Belgian toffee, Dutch
Cream and Vodka;
Dooley’s Espresso, a
magnificent blend of
Dutch Cream and Italian
Espresso; and new
seasonal flavour Dooley’s
Winter Chocolate,
which joins Dooley’s
Tropic Summer.

Basement 2 D34

Luxurious jewellery parure’s, expertly
handcrafted in 18ct gold and containing
the very rare Welsh gold, as used by
British Royalty since 1911

Visit Clogau at stand C2 at the TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition, Sands
Exhibition Centre, Marina Bay, Singapore, 11th - 15th May 2014
www.clogau.com

@Clogau

www.facebook.com/clogaugold
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PREMIUM BLEND
CIGARS

Savour
the wave
of tastes

Balmoral Short Corona
5’s is the latest addition
to Agio Cigars’ Balmoral
Dominican Selection cigar
family. These shortfiller
cigars are made with a
premium blend of tobaccos from South America
and the Caribbean, and
a natural shade-grown
wrapper from Ecuador.
Growing the wrappers in
a natural shade ensures
the Balmoral cigars have
a mild and rich flavour.
It also guarantees the
golden colour of the
wrapper.
Meanwhile, Balmoral
Dominican Selection
Collection 12’s are a
great gift item for cigar
smokers. Master blender
Willem van Overveld
personally selects the
tobaccos, which provide
the perfect body and
balance to the cigars.

Agio Cigars has also
introduced a new Balmoral
Dominican Selection travel
retail instore gondola,
which sports invaluable
features: one cigar selector, in which the different
models are simply and
effectively presented; two
tablets with informative

cigar content; a point of
sale tuning system, which
guarantees optimal presentation of the units and quick
renewal by sales staff; and
a generous storage area
at the bottom – ideal for
space-limited stores.

Basement 2 H9

PIECES
OF
ITALIAN
ELEGANCE

Savour Guylian’s chocolate Sea Shells,
marbled with 100% pure, silky smooth milk,
dark and white Belgian chocolate. Each shell is
filled with Guylian’s signature Hazelnut Praliné.
Savour the wave of tastes.

The World’s Favourite Belgian Chocolates
www.guylian.com

Boggi Milano’s SS14
collection is a cheerful
jubilation of bright colours,
which embraces excitement and change in its
every piece, from coats
and jackets to accessories.
Suits characterised by
two button-varied fits
and revers, ticket pockets
and boat-shaped breast
pockets define the new
collection – the embodiment of sober elegance in
colours ranging from grey
plaster shades to several
hues of blue.
The SS14 collection also
brings about the ‘come
back’ of patterned Prince
of Wales, vichy and overcheck jackets in the form
of woolen blazers and
jackets of blended silk and
linen available in brighter

shades. In linen
and cotton
structured
fabrics
meanwhile,
unlined
pieces and
ultra-light
insides in
jacquard fabrics
with flower patterns and
bright colours make a bold
and brilliant statement.
The classic shirt is
enriched with false united
and structured fabrics.
Micro jacquard decoration confers brightness
to patterned and plain
fabrics, whilst monocolour, two-coloured and
striped off-macro checks
bring a refreshing originality to the collection.
The Urban Motor Jacket is

© 2014 Chocolaterie Guylian N.V., Belgium
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Boggi Milano’s new musthave piece – a waterproof
jacket with ad-hoc
designed details, such as
a belt, windproof cuffs and
reflective stripes. As
usual, a selection of
accessories is the quintessential round off to the
collection, ranging
from linen and pure
silk clutches to socks
individualised by the
collection’s patterns.

Basement 2 B14
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PREMIUM
EXPRESSION
Brown-Forman is
highlighting its American
Whiskey portfolio at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. The
show provides it with an
opportunity to showcase
the Woodford Reserve and
the Jack Daniel’s family
of brands, and tell their
authentic craftsmanship
stories.
Additionally, Chris
Fletcher, the new Jack
Daniel’s Assistant
Master Distiller, will be
in attendance, making
his first appearance at
a travel retail event.
Fletcher is a native of
Moore County, the home
of Lynchburg and the
Jack Daniel Distillery,
and is the grandson of
Frank Bobo, the fifth
Jack Daniel’s Master
Distiller.
Meanwhile, in Singapore,

Brown-Forman will also
give special focus to the
Jack Daniel’s #27 Gold
Tennessee Whiskey. This
is a new, very limited
premium expression of

the iconic trademark
that was launched
in November 2013 in
Singapore and other Asia
Pacific airport locations.
Rollout of this premium
offering will be continued within Asia Pacific,
and also major airports
in other regions, over the
next 12 months.

Basement 2 M1+2

TEMPTING
CHOCOLATES
Guylian will present
its Luxury Assortment
Opus – a 180g square
box and gift-wrap ballotin – at TFWA
Asia Pacific
Exhibition &
Conference.
Three new
flavours have
been added this year:
Crunchy Biscuit, Caramel
and Pear-Mango Ganache,
bringing the total to six
flavours in one box. The
Luxury Assortment Opus
will be available in totally
redesigned boxes. Each
ballotin is hand wrapped
and has a luxurious
golden ribbon. The ballotin is the same weight as
the square box but has
two layers of chocolates.
Meanwhile, the iconic
Guylian Chocolate Sea
Horses have all new
flavours for 2014. Customers can now choose
between five different

flavours: Original Praliné,
Caramel, Crunchy Biscuit,
Vanilla and Milk Truffle.
Guylian’s Perlines come
in matt orange tin boxes
(180g) exclusively sold
in duty free stores. The
Perlines are filled with
Guylian’s hazelnut praliné
and creamy milk chocolate
truffle. Each Perline
is enrobed with finest
Belgian milk, dark or white
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chocolate, and decorated
with fine chocolate lines.
Also being launched is
a 537g pouch pack for
Guylian’s Temptations. The
pouches are filled with
Guylian’s Temptations in
the three popular Guylian
flavours: Original Praliné,
Milk Truffle and Dark
Praliné.

Basement 2 H24
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PERFECT EVERYDAY FASHION
Iconic bastion of French
sportswear and style
LACOSTE is highlighting its Spring/Summer
2014 ready-to-wear
collections at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. The Match
Point & Maritime collections merge sport with
the needs of the city

wardrobe, rewriting the
rules once and for all
to proclaim the Lacoste
style: Perfect everyday
fashion items for both
casual and more formal
occasions. Sportswear
is back more strongly
than ever, offering
subtle elegance through
high impact visual

SPELLBINDING STYLE
Distinguishable by its
lavish embellishments,
opulent crystals and
carefully crafted stones,
Pica LéLa’s enchanting
new Esmeralda collection
is a nod to the 2014 trend
for fairy tale beauty, and
is specifically created for
the Middle East and Asia
Pacific, where statement

pieces, large stones
and brilliant, lustrous
gemstone colours are
turning heads regionwide.
Pica LéLa has embraced
Pantone’s top colour picks
for 2014 in the creation
of its new collection, with
hemlock green, dazzling
blue, and fiery orange

tonal influences. The
vibrant palette is then
balanced with neutral
soothing rose pink hues
and tones. Comprised
of dominant necklaces
and complemented by an
exquisite array of matching earrings, bracelets
and rings, Esmeralda
is a dazzling collection

graphics and distinctive
colourways.
The Match Point collection is inspired by tennis,
and LACOSTE’s history
and authentic sporting
roots. It revisits all the
brand’s codes and iconic
products – the polo
shirt, the polo dress
and the blazer for men

and women. Maritime
signals meanwhile are
the inspiration for the
signature Alphabet Marin
collection, which looks
back to the Maritime
Signal Flag Alphabet.
The line features colour
codes that are reminiscent of sailing flags, and
showcases the brand’s

of statement pieces that
exude feminine confidence
and demand attention.
The Pica LéLa emphasis
is as always on envisioning upcoming fashion
trends, and tailoring
them to a local market.
Its inspiration is its target
consumer, who it uses
as its muse – strong,
confident women who
revel in fashion, trends
and making bold feminine
statements and expressed
through bold and beautiful

pieces. Esmeralda also
inspired its ‘make an
impact’ company ethos,
which has been creatively

mastery of colour blocking – a sailing wardrobe
adapted to the street.
In leather goods, colour
and practicality are the
key words for men, with
simple, sleek sports
bags and styles for an
active lifestyle, while for
women, unique detailing
and distinct personality
displays a sense of the
practicality written into
the history of the brand.
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translated into this new
hero collection.
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Join the Success!
Fashion Watch Concepts
that will give you fast ROI

Welcome to Stand H30
CapELLa INDUSTRIES • LaMBRETTaWaTCHES.COM

TRAVEL
EXCLUSIVES
Ferrero Travel Market
will present a line-up of
travel-exclusive products
from its major brands,
including Kinder, Tic Tac,
Nutella, Rafaello and
Ferrero Rocher at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
Tic Tac will showcase a
colourful set of destinationspecific 49g packs that
celebrate monuments and

cities of the world. The
new Tic Tac T100 Travel
Collection comprises nine
collectable packs of 100
white mouth freshener
mints, designed to be listed
as a set, including special
designs for Singapore,
Hong Kong, India, Germany,
Great Britain, Brazil,
Canada, USA and the
Caribbean.
From Kinder, two



travel-exclusive skus
are a Kinder Pilot plush
toy carrying a backpack
stuffed with 150g of Kinder
chocolate, and a Kinder
Pilot plastic character
containing seven Kinder
Surprises.
Special products for
travellers in the Nutella
range include a Nutella
World 350g jar with
decorated sleeve and gift
set, comprising a large jar
of Nutella and a unique
ceramic mug with a Nutella
‘n’ handle. There is also a
pocket-size Nutella World
30g offered as an indivudal
sku or as a Nutella World
G30x7 with a pot for every
day of the week.
In the pralines range,
Ferrero has launched
exclusively in Asia the
limited edition Ferrero
Rocher Cube, containing
15 gold-foil wrapped
delicacies, and the
Raffaello Coffret of 20
individually-wrapped
confections ‘tied’ with a
decorative red ribbon.

Basement 2 N1

NEW PRODUCTS

ULTRA-COOL
SKINCARE
Skincare brand Polaar’s
enduring philosophy –
‘Found in the nature,
proven by the science’ – is
growing ever more popular
with travel retail consumers. The revolutionary
creator of some of the
world’s most unique and
unparalleled skincare
solutions is still relatively
new to the channel,
but its groundbreaking
products, which utilise
the restorative properties of ingredients found
beyond the polar circle,
are channel-wide sell
outs, lusted after by the
premium skincare crowd.
Of all of its renowned
scientifically created skin
saviours, perhaps the most
coveted are its under-eye
salves, and this year Polaar
is introducing IcyMagic,
the icy-cool roll-on that is
sure to become an instant

Basement 2 A14
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HANSE DISTRIBUTION
Discover it at TFWA Asia-Pacific at our stand A7!

essential. IcyMagic helps
to drain the eye contour,
eliminating in one gesture
dark circles, puffiness and
signs of tiredness, and also
improving eyelash growth.
CilBooster, a subtle
combination of peptide and
provitamins, stimulates
hair growth and secures
the lash by encouraging
the synthesis and the
structure of the adhesion
molecules. Meanwhile
Siberian Ginsengs,
naturally enriched with
micro-nutriments, boost
vitality, tonicity and eye
contour radiance, and
tetrapeptides fight both
dark circles and puffiness,
visibly reducing stress
and preserving the eye
contour’s skin elasticity for
youthful, radiant eyes.
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SWISS LIQUEUR
Lateltin will present its
premium product Cresta
Swiss Chocolate Liqueur
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
A special tin packaging
will be showcased, which
makes it an even more
attractive gift. Cresta is a
cream liqueur with world
famous Swiss chocolate.
It’s light and smooth with

an elegant, delicate finish.
Lateltin will also introduce a new product
called ‘CHrütli Schwur’
– a unique Swiss herbal
liqueur. Carefully selected
Swiss alpine herbs such
as peppermint, thyme
and sage are the core
of this fine liqueur.
Hints of tropical fruit
skins complement it to

an exquisite harmony
of flavours with a nice
sweet-bitter balance.
The traditional recipe
has been passed and
improved from generation
to generation. Lateltin
can’t reveal the recipe,
but swears by the herbs’
Swiss origin. CHrütli
Schwur can be enjoyed
pure on ice, as a shot or
in mixed drinks.
Meanwhile, ProVokant is
a young, fancy brand of
vodka liqueurs in trendy

colours. Headed by the
pure grain triple distilled
vodka, the coloured
vodka liqueurs stand
for a new and rebellious
style of vodka consumption and presentation.
Each colour has its own
characteristic flavour.
Lateltin will also
present its two Gold
Schnee liqueurs, which
are cinnamon and
mandarin flavoured.

as Mango, Intense Truffle
and Marzipan.
Meanwhile, Limited Edition
is a new collection of
luxurious white pearlised
keepsake boxes. These
limited edition boxes

contain chocolates such
as Fruit Truffles, Marc
de Champagne, Caramel
+ Nut and Famous Irish
Truffles.
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DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES
Butlers Chocolates is
launching three ranges
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference:
Irish Whiskey Assortment,
Chocolatier’s Collection,
and Limited Edition boxes.
Building on the already
popular and wellestablished range of Irish
whiskey products from

Butlers, the new 190g
Whiskey Assortment
contains a mouth-watering
collection of chocolates
flavoured with the taste
of smooth Irish whiskey.
There are six varieties
inside the attractive gift
box: Irish Coffee Truffle,
Irish Cream, Irish Whiskey
Caramel, Cherry and Irish

UNTAMED
SPIRITS
Untamed is the world’s
first and only super
premium Irish vodka.
Made from the highest
quality ingredients available, it is distilled from
apples, giving it a smooth,
crisp finish. Its recipe
has been crafted with the
experience of decades in
the industry, and achieves
ultimate purity for a
distinctly smooth taste.
Created by the Avalon
Group Inc., Untamed Irish
Vodka is being launched
in Singapore by Protege
International, and is
expected to emulate the
enduring success of its
multi award-winning The
Wild Geese Irish Whiskey
Collection, which has
three times been voted
‘Best Irish Whiskey’.
The Exiles, Avalon Group’s
bespoke new gin creation,
is the world’s first super
premium Irish gin and

the only one in the world
to contain shamrock. The
Exiles Irish Gin is made
with five botanicals that
are native to Ireland.
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference will
also see the launch of
the first ever premium
Irish honey liqueur, made
with The Wild Geese Irish
Whiskey and organic Irish
honey. The Wild Geese
Irish Honey Liqueur is a
true taste of the Emerald
Isle, crafted with the finest
traditional Irish ingredients and nectar from the
wild flowers of Ireland.
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Whiskey Truffle, Orange
and Whiskey Truffle, and
Irish Whiskey Truffle.
Chocolatier’s Collection
is a new gift assortment
in luxurious brown and
gold packaging. There are
three sizes, containing a
variety of milk, dark and
white chocolates such
as White Chocolate +

STYLE
IN THE
SUN
Distributor of devastatingly
stylish eyewear Marchon
is showcasing the newest
designs in sunglasses and
opticals from some of the
industry’s most prestigious
names in Singapore this
year, including the Chloe
Spring 2014 collection.
Comprised of styles featuring intricate detailing and
subtle elegance, several
interpretations of the ‘C’
logo appear throughout the
collection, enhancing the
feminine shapes.
The Calvin Klein Jeans
Spring/Summer 2014
Eyewear Collection
meanwhile is bold and
evocative. The styles
exude confidence and

Raspberry, Dark Almond +
Butterscotch, and Chilli +
Lime. This range contains
some newly created
chocolates, as well as
some favourites from the
existing Butlers range. For
the dark chocolate lover,
there is a dark chocolate
assortment, which includes
decadent chocolates such

self-expression, with edgy
details in pop colours
inspired by graffiti patterns
and vintage style dog
tags. Also on show is the
SPRING/SUMMER 2014
LACOSTE Eyewear collection, which continues to
take inspiration from the
key codes of the brand,
such as pique, stripes,
piping, and colour block.
Alongside it is the Salvatore Ferragamo Eyewear
Spring/Summer 2014
Collection, characterised
by designs full of elegance
and personality, in a
reworking of the label’s
distinctive styles.
And last, but by no means
least, the Karl Lagerfeld
Spring/Summer 2014
Eyewear Collection is
comprised of sleek,
runway inspired styles.
High end and high quality,
subtle metal accents and
temple details are fresh
on classic silhouettes
and cool, neutral colour
ways. Fashion meets
function in trendy and
architectural styles.
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HEY HONEY
Whisky enthusiasts are
in for a sweet surprise at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference this
year, as the delectable
Black Ram whisky brand
introduces its smooth
new Black Ram Honey
variety for the first time.
A subtle whisky blend,
perfectly combined with
natural honey and with a
slight, soft hint of aromatic
vanilla, the product has
been created especially
for those who love to
experiment with different
flavours.
Black Ram Honey has a
surprisingly mild taste,
a delicate sweetness,
and the typical aroma of
oak-aged whisky. Alongside the gentle taste and
the delicious flavour, Black
Ram Honey will surprise
with a lower alcohol
content (35% abv), perfect
for warm spring evenings
spent in stimulating
company. The bottle also

has a brand new design. A
marriage of the traditional
and the contemporary,
it has been developed as
an ideal complement to
the outstanding taste and
character of the whisky
within.
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CATEGORY
EXCLUSIVES
Mars International Travel
Retail (MITR) is continuing
to drive its confectionery
sales growth with a number
of category exclusive
activations. With a focus
on the fast moving family
and informal gifting, a key
activation this summer will
be the ‘Watch M Collection’.

This exclusive limited edition
gift-with-purchase consists
of super fun, colourful
watches; each comes with
its own individual design to
match the personalities of
the famous M&Ms characters: Red, Yellow, Blue,
Green and Orange. Available
with every three Maxi M&Ms

pouches purchased, the
Watch M Collection is a
great GWP for any keen
young traveller.
MITR will also be showcasing its three new lines at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference, aimed at
the souvenir/destination
shopper. These include
the travel retail exclusive
Celebrations Big Sweet.
Available in 310g, it has been
designed to represent a giant
gift-wrapped chocolate.
Customers can choose boxes
with one of three appropriate
gift tags – heart, gift box or
star shaped – allowing them
to write their own personal
message.
MARS Maltesers Teasers –
exclusive to travel retail – is
now offered in its own right,
available in pouch, sharing
bag and bucket formats.
Finally, M&Ms Wheels
Dispenser, exclusive to travel
retail, is a conveniently boxed
dispenser, perfect for shelf
display, with easy to read
ingredients and instructions
on the decorative box.
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ADORABLE AROMAS

Kokeshi Parfums girls
love to change their
minds – and their nails
too – and the Rosy Girly
Trio Nail Lacquers set
by Kokeshi is perfect for
doing just that. In unique
and original packaging
shaped like beautiful
Asian dolls are six trendy
and collectable shades of
quick-drying, professional
quality polish. Each little
doll’s face becomes a very
precise brush for a perfect
finish, and their small
size means they can come

anywhere! Presented
alongside the trio by
Millennium Fragrances
is the Mini Kokeshi
collection by Valeria
Attinelli. Each quirky
fragrance is presented
in a modish character
bottle, and every one
tells its own story. The
small Asian doll bottles
are vibrant, outlandish
and totally arty, and the
five miniature varieties
‘I am a Princess’, ‘I am
Lucky’, ‘I am Perfect’, ‘I
am the Boss’, and ‘I am
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Cool’, come in sets of four
or five novelties of 4ml
scents. For children up to
six years old, Kaloo has
created the good-enoughto-eat new scented water
Kaloo Vanille Chocolat.
The range has been
developed with the traditional French cake box in
mind, with a madeleine for
the Kaloo logo and a milky
bottle encasing the sweet
perfume, covered by a
pretty velvet rabbit’s head.
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MODISH MODELS
Marcolin S.p.A is
highlighting the season’s
hottest trends in eyewear
in Singapore this year,
showing the most
fashionable shapes and
styles to be seen in in the
sun. Glamorous roundshaped styles flatter the
multi-faceted woman

at SWAROVSKI, and are
perfect for any occasion.
The super elegant Dolce
model has a retro feel,
with a cheerful yellow
frame beautified by triangular crystal stones on
marbled Havana temples.
The striking Balenciaga
BA0011 has an intense,
androgynous charm,
thanks to its strong retro
inspiration. Its clean
lines make a striking

silhouette that with the
Balenciaga logo embellishing the temples and
classic black or striped
horn color ways, gives the
model an inedited appeal.
Meanwhile, Diesel, a
brand that dictates the
most innovative trends,
now offers sunglasses
with contemporary
spirit – unconventional
and surprising. Intended
to attract attention, the

new #DENIMEYE models
stand out with a unique
shape mixed with the
more classic denim
fabric.
The easy-to-wear frame
is made exclusively with
Diesel denim in an original treatment of melting
acetate through a process
of cold welding for a final,
inimitable result.

limited edition travel
retail exclusive offers 18
exquisite chocolates with
four new recipes inspired

by Godiva’s signature
praliné recipe. Contemporary and sophisticated
gold packaging makes

Création Pralinés the
perfect gift.

Level 1 U12

GIFTING AND SHARING
Godiva will present a
number of new collections at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, including
a completely revamped
Godiva Biscuit collection.
Fresh and modern blue
packaging reinforces
Godiva’s heritage and
quality standard and is
given a travel feel with
gold European destination stamping. Perfect

for sharing, the collection includes four single
variety packs (Signature,
Dark Truffles and
Strawberry, all 100g, and
Hazelnut Praline, 125g),
a mixed 300g Trio-pack,
exclusive to travel retail,
plus 178g 23 pieces
assortment and 369g 50
pieces tin.
Exclusive to travel retail,
Messages Tout Chocolat
is perfect for gifting.

STUNNING
ACCESSORIES
Cross is premiering its
full range of accessories and travel retail
exclusives at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. Exhibiting for the first time,
it is sharing its high
quality collections,
including some new
launches. It is joined
by Torero Corporation,
which is the Cross
Leather Licensee
offering a stunning
range of high quality
leather accessories,
such as wallets, purses
and bags.
Cross Accessories’
travel retail exclusives
include a choice of
Giftable Multi Packs
featuring its Tech2,
dual function ballpoint
pen and stylus in
three colours (satin
black, pure chrome,
pearlescent white), and

a Nile ballpoint pen
quad pack (satin black,
pure chrome x 2, satin
chrome). Each pen
comes in an individual
gift box for easy gifting.
Meanwhile, the Global
Passport wallet,
with the metal Cross
agenda pen in Chrome,
has proven extremely
popular and is listed on
several airlines, among
which are Korean Air,
Air Canada, and Asiana
Airlines. The leather
accessories are certified for inflight and
shrink wrapped.
Cross is also featuring
key successful lines,
such as Tech3+, the
master multitasker
offering black ballpoint,
red ballpoint and
0.5mm pencil all in one.
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The trendy, eye-catching
gift-box contains a mix of
four different chocolates
created to represent
Zen, Love, Luck and
Joy, and each box has a
label enabling the buyer
to further personalise
the gift. During the
second half of the year,
Godiva will continue to
celebrate its heritage
and craftsmanship with
Création Pralinés. This
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LUXE
LEATHERWEAR FRAGRANT
AND FUN

Luxury leather accessories by The Bridge are
conceived and designed to
last forever. Its accessories are beautiful both to
the eye and to the touch,
and careful attention has
been paid to the manufacturing processes and to
the smallest details.
The Bridge is highlighting
a range of its premium
bags and cases at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference this year.
The leather tradition,
inspired by saddler, has
been reinterpreted with
contemporary aesthetics
to create an unobtrusive
but functional allure,

for ‘everyday glam’. The
elegant and functional
trolley in leather pays
attention to details. Zip
features embellish the
article, and its measurements mean that it can be
used as hand luggage.
The travel bag meanwhile
is an icon model launched
in the early 60s, which
since then it has kept
its classical and refined
elegance and beauty – an
evergreen model! On the
market for over 40 years,
each piece is the result of
specific artisan expertise
that follows old Tuscan
techniques: from the
strictly vegetable-tanning
process, to the dying
and finishing with amber
rollers, which gives the
leather its softness and
elasticity.
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Air-Val International, one
of the industry’s leading
specialists in children’s and
adolescent fragrances, is
exhibiting for the first time
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference this year.
It will present its captivating
range of characterful
scents and accessories in
Singapore, and among the
vibrant and exciting array
of sweet-smelling novelties
is Angry Birds Stella – the
highly anticipated perfume
from the well-loved Angry
Birds adventure. The first
fragrance to bear the visage
of the feisty pink bird is a
burst of floral fruitiness,
and is sure win the hearts

of all who experience the
aroma. Stella’s perfume
will be available from
September 2014, and,
exclusive to travel retail, the
new fragrance is accompanied by a cute toiletry
bag and lip balm. For boys,
with the upcoming Disney
movie Planes: Fire and
Rescue landing in theatres
this summer, Air-Val
International has created
an exclusive toiletry bag
set with cologne and hand
sanitiser for every intrepid
little traveller.
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ALL WEATHER
ELEGANCE
Scooting between casual
and chic, in perfect Pal
Zileri style of course,
the Scooter jacket was
designed to shorten
the distance between
elegance and practicality,
to face the unpredictable

weather of a spring day.
The perfect accessory
for metropolitan spirits
who love elegant outdoor
excursions, Scooter is
the unique and sought
after ‘it’ jacket of the
Italian designer’s Spring/



Summer ’14 collection.
Blazer ticket pocket, peak
lapels, detachable bib
and Alcantara inserts on
the back of the collar and
in the finishing details
define the jacket, and it
only takes a minute to
unzip the padded bib from
the jacket to obtain a
flawless look for a formal
business appointment.
Versatility is provided by
the Montebianco fabric,
developed in collaboration
with the Fratelli Tallia
di Delfino. It is twill
fabric, 100% super 130s
wool, warp and weft
with double twisted yarn
(used by more traditional
tailors) to which a technical membrane with
waterproof and breathable finish and thermoregulating properties
has been applied. The
result is a jacket for all
seasons, with an extraordinarily classic construction, but at the same time
offering unparalleled
technical performance.
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LIFE IS
COOL
Free spirited fashion
brand Desigual is defined
by its original, optimistic
and colourful designs, and
its enduring philosophy
‘La Vida es Chula’, or ‘life
is cool’. The maxim is
Desigual’s way of understanding fashion and life,
and is an enthusiastic,
positive and optimistic
message that truly nails
its colours to the mast.
The phrase reflects
Desigual’s raison d’être
and is ingrained within the
brand’s DNA and in every
piece in its fun and fresh
spring-summer 2014
collection, which will be on
show at this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
Also in Singapore,
Desigual will announce its
plans for further expansion into the Asia Pacific
market. Asia continues
to be the primary focus

for the brand, and it
plans to open two points
of sale at Kuala Lumpur
International Airport’s
klia2 landside and airside
this May. During the last
two years, Desigual has
opened points of sale in
airports in the Philippines,

China and Cambodia
and plans to open more
in Malaysia, China and
Hong Kong. With these
new openings, the fashion
brand will strengthen its
presence in the region.
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How safe is your wallet?
HI-TECH WALLETS

Biscuits - Chocolates
Confectioneries
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Patented aluminium wallets to store cards, cash, papers & receipts
Protect cards from data theft (illegal RFID

- scanning)

www.truvirtu.com

www.curegourmande.com

Visit us at stand A02
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INDULGENT
CHOCOLATES
Villars Maître chocolatier is launching three
new products at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. The

perfect gift for pure
Swiss chocolate lovers is
the Napolitains Golden
Box 400g – a premium
gift box featuring seven
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flavours: Swiss milk,
milk hazelnut, milk
caramel, dark 72%, dark
coffee, dark crunchy,
and dark almonds. This
travel retail exclusive
is available worldwide
from May.
Also new are the indulgence Swiss chocolates,
which showcase the
original traditional
know-how of Villars
Maître chocolatier in two
100g chocolate bars:
Swiss milk chocolate
filled with Scotch whisky
pure malt, and Swiss
milk chocolate filled with
Rhum de Martinique.
Finally, Villars Maître
chocolatier is also
presenting a range of
three chocolate bars
with no added sugar for
a healthy and tasty Swiss
chocolate break. The
100g bars are made with
Stevia natural sweetener
and the range includes:
dark 70%, dark 70% &
hazelnuts, and dark 70%
& raspberry.

TEMPTING
TIMEPIECES
Lambretta Watches is
launching a covetable
new collection of fashionable timepieces at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Cielo Gelato
is a beautiful, summerfresh trio of soft pastel
designs, in line with the
retro look of the 60s – an
era filled with white
and airy pastels in both
cosmetics and fashion.

Nothing awakens feelings
of summer like the sweet
taste of genuine Italian
Gelato, and the colours and
model names in Lambretta’s new collection are
inspired by three tempting
ice cream flavours: Pesca
(Peach), Menta (Mint) and
Vaniglia (Vanilla). Cielo
Gelato watches will add a
sleek touch to any outfit
and provide the perfect

excuse for a woman to
express her girly side.
Lambretta Watches are
modern fashion accessories inspired by the
look, design and spirit
of Lambretta scooters
from the 1950s and 60s.
The Lambretta Watches
design team is passionate
about interpreting current
trends through the lens
of a stylish retro feel,
and always in keeping
with Lambretta’s original
approach and ideals.
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TERRIFIC
TIMEPIECES
Jacques Farel is this
year celebrating 30 years
of watchmaking, and is
introducing its latest
collection of timepieces.
Recognising the spirit
of competition and
endurance for which
open water marathon
swimmers are known,
Jacques Farel is proud
to name Thomas Lurz as
the brand’s International

Ambassador. Germany’s
Thomas Lurz is World
Champion, Olympic medallist and 2013 Open Water
Swimmer of the Year.
Jacques Farel is also
proud to introduce its
brand new Ladies collection, offering quality
timepieces with unique
designs, starting from
retail prices of US$135
to US$245. Many unique
and fun watches and sets
for children are also to
be unveiled. One of these
is the Jacques Farel
Kids Travel set, which is
described as the perfect
watch set for today’s young
travellers. It features a
cool neon 3D strap with
destinations mentioned, a
round metal case and easyto-read numbers on the
dial, as well as a Japanesemade quartz movement.
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TAILORED
TOBACCO

The King Onyx is a
uniquely tailored product
from Stefan Dukmedjiev,
Master Blender at the
state-of-the-art King’s
Tobacco International
factory, recently built in
Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
In the case of King
Onyx, Dukmedjiev was
challenged to create a
blend that he was so proud
of he would inscribe his
own name on every pack
as a marque of quality. The
objectives were to craft a
truly rich and satisfying

taste with a superbly
smooth finish.
Setting about this, he
selected the finest grades
of Virginia, Oriental
and Burley tobaccos to
combine them in precise
percentages to provide the
distinct taste of King Onyx.
He then cut the blend
more finely and extended
the length of the cigarette.
The finer cut harmonises
the flavours and the
extended dimension and
cools the smoke for longer
to create the smoothness.
The harmony of these
ingredients and format
are bought together in the
London-designed pack
that complements the
taste with a velvety-soft
varnish – the perfect finish
to this ultimate smoking
experience. King Onyx is
tailored to perfection.
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EXCLUSIVE
WINE
Asia Pacific is a crucial
market for Bottega, which
is introducing various new
products at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference. These include Il Vino
dell’Amore Petalo Manzoni
Moscato Rosé – an exclusive and very rare wine. It
is a sweet sparkling rosé
obtained from ‘Manzoni
13.0.25’ – a grape variety
created in the 1930s by
Prof. Luigi Manzoni (principal of the Viticulture and
Oenology School of Conegliano) by crossing Moscato
with Raboso. Vinification
of the grape, grown in
the Province of Treviso,
produces a sparkling wine
that is fresh and fragrant,
with a low alcohol content
and a pleasantly sweet
taste.
Also being highlighted are
Brunello Prêt-à-Porter – a
special Brunello di Montalcino Riserva that is cased

in a fashionable, vintageinspired faux leather
box; Bottega Diamond
– a sparkling white wine
obtained from Pinot Noir
grapes with the exclusive
‘long Charmat’ method,
whose bottle is embellished with small brilliant
crystals representing the
name Bottega; and Rose
Gold – a rosé sparkling
wine from Pinot Noir
grapes, which is described
as a perfect gift in its
original metallic bottle.
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SPECIAL
BLEND
The Edrington Group
is launching a special
edition in Asia travel retail
– The Famous Grouse 16
year-old Double Matured
Blended Scotch Whisky,
presented in bespoke
packaging designed in
collaboration with artist
Vic Lee. It is the first in a
new series of collectable
Special Edition blends that
will be produced annually
by The Famous Grouse,
and will be available in key
airport locations in Asia
including Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur and Bangkok from
the beginning of June.
A sublime blend of eight
different whiskies gently
married over time, The
Famous Grouse 16 yearold celebrates the blending and marrying process
for which the brand is
known.
“It has been matured
twice to ensure a depth

NEW PRODUCTS

GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT

of flavour,” explained
Gordon Motion, Master
Blender for The Famous
Grouse. “The blend is
expertly finished in a
combination of first fill
Spanish sherry casks
(the most expensive
casks used in whisky
production) and first fill
American bourbon casks.
As a result, its bright

burnished gold hue belies
a robust flavour –
a beautiful blend of spicy
nutmeg and cinnamon
bark notes with a hint of
smooth and silky vanilla.”
The Famous Grouse 16
year-old is presented in
a signed collector’s pack,
designed by artist Vic Lee.
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The ‘Carré’ chocolates
selections by Neuhaus
have become an established favourite among
its product range, and
in a move to refresh the
popular Carrés, Neuhaus
has made the chocolates
more qualitative and
thicker, yielding a more
intense taste sensation of
cocoa. The reinvigorated
single-wrapped exquisite
Neuhaus chocolates will
be packed in elegant gift
boxes in shimmering brown
with silver finishing.
The Carrés assortment
consists of four luxurious gift boxes, including
the top-selling 60-piece
selection of ten flavours
in Milk&Dark. The box
features: Milk – the round
flavour of traditional milk
chocolate with a rich aftertaste; Dark Intense – dark
chocolate with 52% cocoa,
offering a refined aftertaste;
Almonds&Honey – a mild
milk chocolate with fine

almond pieces and the
subtle flavour of honey;
Feuilletine – a delicious
piece of crispy milk chocolate with subtle pieces of
feuilletine for extra crunch;
Caramel d’Isigney – crisp
milk chocolate and salted
caramel; Raspberry – a
refined dark chocolate
with a fruity touch of
tangy raspberry; Orange
Dark – chocolate with
little crunchy pieces of
zingy orange; Sesame – an

intense dark chocolate
enriched with roasted
sesame; Strong 72%
Intense – dark chocolate with 70% cocoa to
guarantee long-lasting
flavor; and Coffee – a
rich milk chocolate with
a subtle hint of coffee.
Also available are Classic
Milk&Dark, Crunchy Milk,
and Dark Origin 40-piece
variations.
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Balmoral
Dominican Selection
The Balmoral Dominican Selection
Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box
containing Small Panatela, Panatela
and Corona cigars. To produce these
high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the
finest tobaccos from the wide region of
the Caribbean. Taste the authenticity.
Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience

Visit us at stand H9

YOU CAN NEVER BE TOO GENEROUS
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ICONIC
EYEWEAR

��,���
HORAS
“Our aim this year is to
continue to build upon
the success of the new
launches,” said Raffaele
Berardi, CEO Fraternity
Spirits World, which is
exhibiting in Singapore
on the back of expanding
distribution within travel
retail markets.
Fraternity Spirits World’s
flagship brand Tequila
Corralejo has continued

to show strong growth
in duty free markets in
Dubai, Delhi, Sri Lanka
and Bangalore, and at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference the
brand will highlight its
newest bottle, Corralejo
99,000 Hours.
A special commemorative
edition premium tequila,
99,000 Hours is aged
in single Kentucky oak
barrels no bigger than
200 litres for 18 months,
and double distilled in
the traditional Corralejo
Charente method using
copper and column stills.
This premium tequila is

EXCLUSIVE
TIMEPIECES
FIYTA is introducing a
range of its fascinatingly
designed and meticulously crafted timepieces
at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference,
reflecting its take on
the latest international
fashion trends in wristwatches. This year, it
is highlighting the 2014
Photographer Collection
‘Caring for Photographic

Culture’ Model. The
Photographer Collection
Wristwatch is a special
model for charity, with all
money earned from its
sales being donated to the
Chinese Teacher Development Foundation, to help
fund education and support
teachers in the Yunnan and
Guizhou provinces of China.
The model is limited to 100
pieces. Also raising money
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Luxottica is showing off
the instantly iconic new
ranges of sunglasses
from Prada Eyewear at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. The
coveted new collections
to be unveiled include
two special projects
for Spring/Summer
2014 – the Prada Voice
women’s collection, and
Prada Society for men.

which hit the catwalk at
the Prada Men’s SS14
fashion show, strikes the
perfect balance between
creativity and style, with
its classic shape and
fine metal detailing. The
SPR 55Q meanwhile is a
new take on the classic
rectangular model. Clean,
simple lines are combined
with the unique ‘upside
down’ metal bridge, which

adds a creative touch.
In its classic Women’s
Sunglasses Collection, Prada presents
a classic 1950s-style
model, reimagined with a
contemporary twist. Rigorous lines are perfectly
combined with a cat-eye
shaped detail on the front,
conveying pure femininity.
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PRESTIGE
CIGARETTES

presented in a rounded
carafe style bottle and is
designed for drinking neat
on the rocks or in cocktails.
Also on display will be
Fraternity’s recently introduced rum RON Prohibido

Habanero, based on the
historically renowned
Habanero rum that was
prohibited by the King of
Spain in the 18th century.

for the Chinese Teachers
Development Foundation
is the delicate, mother-ofpearl-faced Heartouching
Collection, also in limited
edition, with just 999 pieces
in the world.
Just as time never stops,
FIYTA has never stopped
pursuing innovation in the
timepiece industry, and
its Mastercraft Collection
embodies the Chinese
brand’s professional watch
making spirit. Multi-use
Tourbillon movement,
special structure, enamel,
golden eagle carving, and

exquisite watchmaking
characterise the collection, and among the many
models within it is the
gorgeous limited edition
Tang Dynasty Lady watch
in 18k rose gold.

FACIAL CLEANSING
Braun has expanded
its Silk-épil range by
combining some of its
best epilators with a new
electric facial cleansing
brush for the ultimate
beauty experience. The
cleansing brush is said to
be six times more effective
than manual cleansing. Two speed settings

For women, the SPR
21Q is adorned with a
colourful array of hand
applied, asymmetrically
cut crystals and boasts an
irregular cat eye-inspired
silhouette, revisited with
uniquely cut acetate
profiles. The new SPR 22Q
meanwhile is characterised by lively nuances and
dazzling stones.
For men, the SPR 17Q,
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allow the user to adjust
the cleansing brush to
their preference and skin
sensitivity. Two Silk-épil 7
and one Silk-épil 5 epilator
are enhanced with the
facial cleansing brush.
In addition there is an
‘exfoliation only’ version
consisting of the SkinSpa
body exfoliation brush and
the facial cleansing brush.
The cruZer range has two
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Catering exclusively
for mainland Chinese
travellers, JTI (Japan
Tobacco International) has
unleashed a new tobacco
duty free exclusive – the
first JTI global Chinese
tobacco brand solely available in duty free shops in
key strategic international
airports. Sheng Xiao is
JTI’s only cigarette brand
dedicated to the Chinese
traveller, and forms part
of JTI’s strategy to tap into
the growing numbers of
mainland Chinese travellers.
Sheng Xiao is inspired by
Chinese astrology, and
offers a new alternative
to other prestige Chinese
brands of cigarette in
duty free. Not only does
Sheng Xiao cater for the
gift-giving culture of
Chinese travellers, but it
also capitalises on their
increased spending power.
“In 2014, the Year of the
Horse, JTI’s Chinese
tobacco brand Sheng
Xiao is born,” said David
Francis, JTI WWDF VP and

new members – cruZer6
clean shave and cruZer5
clean shave – both offering
great performance on
three-day beard and beard
contours. cruZer6 clean
shave is Wet&Dry and can
be used in the shower and
with shaving foam or gel,
while cruZer5 clean shave
can be cleaned under
running water.
Meanwhile, all Satin Hair

General Manager. ”Sheng
Xiao’s prestige product
positioning and packaging
will satisfy Chinese buyers
who like to offer exclusive,
luxury products as gifts.”
Sheng Xiao, deeply rooted
in Chinese culture and
commonly known around
the world as the Chinese
Zodiac, is a tradition used
to determine a person’s
destiny through various
astrological factors. Based
on a 12-year cycle, each
represented by a specific
animal, it applies to every
Chinese person regardless of race, gender, age,
religion and social status.

Basement 2 HS02

7, 5 & 3 hair dryers are now
equipped with the improved
professional nozzle for
precise styling. Satin Hair
7 & 5 dryers offer more
motor power for great, long
lasting styling results in
no time. In addition, Satin
Hair 5 is now equipped
with IONTEC technology for
smooth and shiny hair.

Basement 2 H11

non contractual visuals

Android? Blackberry? iOS? Windows Phone?
At TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference,
we’ve an app for everyone.

Our new web app is accessible
on any mobile OS via your browser.

Go to:
app.tfwa.com/APEC
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STAND NAME

LEVEL

STAND

SECTOR

TFWA MEMBERSHIP

ACCOLADE WINES – NEW EXHIBITOR................................................................Basement 2....... N01.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
AGATHA PARIS......................................................................................................Basement 2....... G23.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
AGIO CIGARS.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H9.......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
AIR VAL INTERNATIONAL – NEW EXHIBITOR.....................................................Basement 2....... H5............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ALD INTERNATIONAL...........................................................................................Basement 2....... M11.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
ALEXANDER - BOTTEGA.......................................................................................Basement 2....... M9................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
ALEXANDRE DE PARIS – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................................Basement 2....... G25....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
ALISHAN...............................................................................................................Basement 2....... B34........................................................................ Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
APTRA...................................................................................................................Basement 2....... K37............................................................................ Other......................................................
AQUASCUTUM – NEW EXHIBITOR...............................................................................Level 1....... S18..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
ARALDI 1930.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... J1....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
ARMAGNAC JANNEAU.........................................................................................Basement 2....... A26............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
ARNOLD ANDRÉ / MAC BAREN...........................................................................Basement 2....... A27......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP...............................................................................Basement 2....... L5................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ARTE MADRID.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... A19......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL......................................................................Basement 2....... G20.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC.............................................................Basement 2....... A10............................................................... Wine & Spirits......................................................
BARBARA RIHL.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... C12.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
BARDINET.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... H1................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BAROKES WINES – NEW EXHIBITOR..................................................................Basement 2....... A23............................................................... Wine & Spirits......................................................
BARTON & GUESTIER – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................................Basement 2....... D33.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BEAUTY CONTACT................................................................................................Basement 2....... M8............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
BEHN – NEW EXHIBITOR.....................................................................................Basement 2....... D34.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BELUGA.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... D4................................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BEURER - CODIPE................................................................................................Basement 2....... K01................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
BLEEDING HEART RUM COMPANY......................................................................Basement 2....... A4................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BOGGI MILANO.....................................................................................................Basement 2....... B14.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
BONBON WATCH..................................................................................................Basement 2....... C02.....................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
BRAUN GMBH.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... H11................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO............................................................................Basement 2....... F36......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
BROWN AND HALEY.............................................................................................Basement 2....... A5............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
BROWN FORMAN..................................................................................................Basement 2....... M1+2............................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
BRUYERRE............................................................................................................Basement 2....... B32.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
BUCKLEY LONDON / BOUTON.............................................................................Basement 2....... C9.......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
BUTLERS CHOCOLATES.......................................................................................Basement 2....... C31.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
BUTTERFLY TWISTS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... D8...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
CALVIN KLEIN JEANS – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................................Basement 2....... K24.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
CAMUS COGNAC...................................................................................................Basement 2....... J8................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CAPI GLOBAL........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H15................................................................... Electronics.......................................MEMBER
CASETI – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................................................................Level 1....... R9......................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
CAVENDISH & HARVEY – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................Level 1....... R11.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
CHABOT ARMAGNAC & GRUPPO CAMPARI........................................................Basement 2....... A20............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CHOCOLAT FREY...................................................................................................Basement 2....... G9............................................ Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
CHOCOLAT VALRHONA.........................................................................................Basement 2....... C28.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
CHOKOLA – NEW EXHIBITOR..............................................................................Basement 2....... J2............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
CHOYA UMESHU – NEW EXHIBITOR....................................................................Basement 2....... N201............................................................ Wine & Spirits......................................................
CIAK RONCATO – NEW EXHIBITOR..............................................................................Level 1....... T17..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
CLARINS GROUP..................................................................................................Basement 2....... HS06........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
CLOGAU.................................................................................................................Basement 2....... C2.......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
COFINLUXE...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... N21............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
COLLISTAR............................................................................................................Basement 2....... F2................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
COTY......................................................................................................................Basement 2....... HS03........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
COURONNE...................................................................................................................Level 1....... R14.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
CRESTA SWISS CHOCOLATE LIQUEUR................................................................Basement 2....... J29............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
CROSS ACCESSORIES – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................................Basement 2....... J27.....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
DECLARE - JUVENA - MARLIES MOLLER...........................................................Basement 2....... H20............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
DELSEY – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................................................................Level 1....... T12..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
DESIGNER PARFUMS...........................................................................................Basement 2....... M10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
DESIGUAL.....................................................................................................................Level 1....... T18..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY.......................................................................................Basement 2....... H01.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
DIAGEO..................................................................................................................Basement 2....... K28.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DISTELL – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................................Basement 2....... J6................................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DISTILLERIES ET DOMAINES DE PROVENCE......................................................Basement 2....... G10.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
DIVERSE FLAVOURS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... C34.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE.....................................................................................Basement 2....... C32.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
DUTY-FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL...................................................................Basement 2....... A9............................................................................... Press......................................................
DV FRANCE – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................................................Basement 2....... F30........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
EMPIRE OF SCENTS.............................................................................................Basement 2....... F22.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ERNO LASZLO.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... D2............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAIL..........................................................................Basement 2....... HS08........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
EUROCOSMESI.............................................................................................................Level 1....... R12............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
EUROITALIA..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... HS202......................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FALIC FASHION GROUP........................................................................................Basement 2....... M208........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FAMILLE MARY – NEW EXHIBITOR......................................................................Basement 2....... D31.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
FASHION BEVERAGES – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................................Basement 2....... G27.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
FAUCHON..............................................................................................................Basement 2....... C29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
FERRERO TRAVEL MARKET.................................................................................Basement 2....... N1............................................ Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
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FERVOR MONTREAL.............................................................................................Basement 2....... K02.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
FIRST AMERICAN BRANDS, INC – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................Basement 2....... B2............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
FIYTA – NEW EXHIBITOR......................................................................................Basement 2....... B5.......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
FLO ACCESSORIES – NEW EXHIBITOR................................................................Basement 2....... A8.......................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD.........................................Basement 2....... E28........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
FORTUNE CONCEPT/PT SWITZERLAND.....................................................................Level 1....... S8....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
FREIXENET GROUP – NEW EXHIBITOR...............................................................Basement 2....... A18............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
FURLA...................................................................................................................Basement 2....... J20..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
GERZON DUTY FREE............................................................................................Basement 2....... G14.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER.........................................................................................Basement 2....... L2............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
GOLDKENN...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... F26........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
GUESS ACCESSORIES..........................................................................................Basement 2....... L19..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
GUYLIAN................................................................................................................Basement 2....... H24.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
HANSE DISTRIBUTION.........................................................................................Basement 2....... A7........................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
HARIBO WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL.........................................................................Basement 2....... A28........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
HARSTON FASHION DIVISION..............................................................................Basement 2....... K18.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
HARTMANN – NEW EXHIBITOR...................................................................................Level 1....... U14.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
HAWAIIAN HOST CHOCOLATES............................................................................Basement 2....... E28........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
HEDGREN.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... D10.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
HERMÈS................................................................................................................Basement 2....... HS09........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
HOUSE OF SILLAGE – NEW EXHIBITOR..............................................................Basement 2....... A13.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
HUGO BOSS TRAVEL RETAIL................................................................................Basement 2....... HS12...............................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD – NEW EXHIBITOR...........................................Basement 2....... J36............................................................... Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
ICE SA....................................................................................................................Basement 2....... H2.......................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
IL PROFVMO – NEW EXHIBITOR..................................................................................Level 1....... R13............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
IMPERIAL TOBACCO.............................................................................................Basement 2....... D37........................................................................ Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
INCC GROUP.........................................................................................................Basement 2....... J11.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
INNISKILLIN / CONSTELLATION BRANDS..........................................................Basement 2....... D35.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
INSTITUT KARITE PARIS – NEW EXHIBITOR.......................................................Basement 2....... B17............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE................................................................................Basement 2....... H27.............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
INTERPARFUMS...................................................................................................Basement 2....... M18............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
ITF SPA..........................................................................................................................Level 1....... R8............................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
J. CORTES CIGARS................................................................................................Basement 2....... J10......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
JACOBSENS BAKERY...........................................................................................Basement 2....... C10.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
JACQUES BOGART GROUP...................................................................................Basement 2....... F20.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO........................................................................................Basement 2....... A202....................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU................................................................................Basement 2....... N02............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
JEAN-MARC BROCARD – NEW EXHIBITOR........................................................Basement 2....... G02.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
JT INTERNATIONAL..............................................................................................Basement 2....... HS02...................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
KALOO, CLAYEUX, KOKESHI.................................................................................Basement 2....... L8................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY.............................................................................Basement 2....... K1.......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
KAVALAN WHISKY – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................Basement 2....... A1................................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
KING’S TOBACCO..................................................................................................Basement 2....... E37......................................................................... Tobacco.......................................MEMBER
KINMEN KAOLIANG LIQUOR................................................................................Basement 2....... N12.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA................................................................Basement 2....... M20.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
KOSE CORPORATION....................................................................................................Level 1....... S12.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
KOTO PARFUMS....................................................................................................Basement 2....... E24.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LA CURE GOURMANDE – NEW EXHIBITOR.........................................................Basement 2....... D29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
LA MARTINIQUAISE SVS.......................................................................................Basement 2....... H1................................................................ Wine & Spirits......................................................
LA PRAIRIE...........................................................................................................Basement 2....... L24.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LA SULTANE DE SABA..........................................................................................Basement 2....... H33............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LABOURE-ROI.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... N202............................................................ Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
LACOSTE...............................................................................................................Basement 2....... K21.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LAMBRETTA..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... H30.....................................................Jewellery / Watches.......................................MEMBER
LANCASTER/SEQUOIA..........................................................................................Basement 2....... B16.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LA-TWEEZ.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... E9.......................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
LEGO GROUP........................................................................................................Basement 2....... G28....................................................................Gifts / Toys.......................................MEMBER
LINDT & SPRÜNGLI (SCHWEIZ) AG – NEW EXHIBITOR......................................Basement 2....... F32........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE.................................................................................Basement 2....... HS10........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LOLA AND GRACE – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................Basement 2....... L11......................................................Jewellery / Watches......................................................
L’OREAL LUXE TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.....................................................Basement 2....... D19............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
L’OREAL LUXE TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.....................................................Basement 2....... HS01........................................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LORIENCE PARIS..................................................................................................Basement 2....... K10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LUBRITRADE TRADING PTE LTD – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................Basement 2....... D1................................................................ Wine & Spirits......................................................
LUCIANO SOPRANI...............................................................................................Basement 2....... H28............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
LUXOTTICA GROUP...............................................................................................Basement 2....... J14..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
LUZHOU LAOJIAO INT’L DEVELOPMENT.............................................................Basement 2....... B36.............................................................. Wine & Spirits......................................................
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL.................................................................................Basement 2....... L202............................................................. Wine & Spirits.......................................MEMBER
MADEMOISELLE DE MARGAUX - REVILLON - VILLARS......................................Basement 2....... C28.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food......................................................
MAESTRANI..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... A3............................................. Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MAISON DORIN – NEW EXHIBITOR.....................................................................Basement 2....... F24.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MARCHON EYEWEAR – NEW EXHIBITOR............................................................Basement 2....... L1....................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MARCOLIN SPA.............................................................................................................Level 1....... U12.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MARILOU BIO – NEW EXHIBITOR........................................................................Basement 2....... L02.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
MARINA DE BOURBON.........................................................................................Basement 2....... B10............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL.............................................................Basement 2....... N29.......................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MAUI JIM, INC.......................................................................................................Basement 2....... K9...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MAVIVE..................................................................................................................Basement 2....... F14.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA..............................................................................Basement 2....... J9................................................ Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MIKIMOMO – NEW EXHIBITOR.............................................................................Basement 2....... C01....................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
MILI – NEW EXHIBITOR........................................................................................Basement 2....... B3..................................................................... Electronics......................................................
MIRIAM QUEVEDO – NEW EXHIBITOR.........................................................................Level 1....... V14.............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................................
MISSHA – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................................................................Level 1....... R15............................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.......................................MEMBER
MITCH MARC........................................................................................................Basement 2....... N9...................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
MOLIABAL.............................................................................................................Basement 2....... C8......................................................................Gifts / Toys......................................................
MOMODESIGN - CERRUTI 1881...........................................................................Basement 2....... M26.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
MONDELEZ WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL...................................................................Basement 2....... J24........................................... Confectionery & Fine Food.......................................MEMBER
MORGAN & OATES................................................................................................Basement 2....... J33..................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................MEMBER
MOSQUITNO..........................................................................................................Basement 2....... G01.................................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage......................................................
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MT. SAPOLA – NEW EXHIBITOR...................................................................Level 1..... R16.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics....................
NABEEL PERFUMES....................................................................................Level 1..... R17.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics....................
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC STORE..................................................................Level 1..... U8.......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................
NESTLE.................................................................................................Basement 2..... K29..................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
NEUHAUS.............................................................................................Basement 2..... G24..................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
NOUBA PROFESSIONAL MAKE UP......................................................Basement 2..... D02.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics....................
NOUGAT LONDON.........................................................................................Level 1..... V13..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
NUXE – NEW EXHIBITOR.............................................................................Level 1..... V12..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
NYX COSMETICS – NEW EXHIBITOR....................................................Basement 2..... J202................... Fragrances & Cosmetics....................
OILILY....................................................................................................Basement 2..... G15.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
P&G PRESTIGE.....................................................................................Basement 2..... HS07.................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
PAL ZILERI............................................................................................Basement 2..... L18......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................
PANDORA..............................................................................................Basement 2..... E20............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
PARLUX FRAGRANCES.........................................................................Basement 2..... F10..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
PASCO – NEW EXHIBITOR....................................................................Basement 2..... H25...........................................Electronics.....MEMBER
PASHMA................................................................................................Basement 2..... F27......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG................................................Basement 2..... L25...................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
PAUL & SHARK.....................................................................................Basement 2..... D11........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL................................Basement 2..... E29...................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
PERFUMES Y DISENO...........................................................................Basement 2..... L9....................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
PERNOD RICARD ASIA DUTY FREE......................................................Basement 2..... E36...................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL........................................................Basement 2..... A35.................................................Tobacco.....MEMBER
PHILIPS CONSUMER LIFESTYLE.........................................................Basement 2..... K27...........................................Electronics.....MEMBER
PICA LÉLA.............................................................................................Basement 2..... H14............................ Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
PIQUADRO.............................................................................................Basement 2..... J15......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
POLAAR.................................................................................................Basement 2..... A14..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD.......................................Basement 2..... M02........................................... Gifts / Toys.....MEMBER
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL..................................................................Basement 2..... C36.................................................Tobacco....................
PT ANGKASA PURA I (PERSERO) – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................Level 1..... U17....................................................Other....................
PUIG......................................................................................................Basement 2..... K11.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
RAUSCH SCHOKOLADEN.....................................................................Basement 2..... A6.....................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
RED BULL RACING EYEWEAR..............................................................Basement 2..... H10........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
REFLECTA - NOMINATION...................................................................Basement 2..... M25............................ Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL.......................................Basement 2..... E2........................................ Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING................................................................Basement 2..... K2...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
RITTER SPORT......................................................................................Basement 2..... F8.....................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
ROBERT WAN – NEW EXHIBITOR................................................................Level 1..... S17............................. Jewellery / Watches....................
ROBERTA PIERI – NEW EXHIBITOR.....................................................Basement 2..... E26......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................
SAFILO GROUP.....................................................................................Basement 2..... E14......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO.....................................................................Basement 2..... HS11.................. Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
SAMSONITE..................................................................................................Level 1..... U16........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP......................................................Basement 2..... G6..................................................Tobacco.....MEMBER
SCHAEFER TRAVEL RETAIL.................................................................Basement 2..... B11........................................... Gifts / Toys.....MEMBER
SCORPIO WORLDWIDE.........................................................................Basement 2..... D9.............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
SEKONDA..............................................................................................Basement 2..... J32............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
SENNHEISER........................................................................................Basement 2..... N10...........................................Electronics.....MEMBER
SERAPIAN MILANO...............................................................................Basement 2..... E10......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
SERGE LOUIS ALVAREZ SLA CREATION..............................................Basement 2..... A16..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO. LTD................................................Basement 2..... G2..................................................Tobacco....................
SHISEIDO TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.............................................Basement 2..... B20.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
SKROSS – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................Basement 2..... C4............................................. Gifts / Toys....................
SOBHA CASHMERE..............................................................................Basement 2..... B25........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
SOCATEC / BAG TAG DESIGN...............................................................Basement 2..... F28............................................ Gifts / Toys.....MEMBER
SPIRIT FRANCE....................................................................................Basement 2..... H6....................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
STORCK TRAVEL RETAIL......................................................................Basement 2..... E31...................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
SUN JEWELRY......................................................................................Basement 2..... C1.............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
TAKARA SHUZO....................................................................................Basement 2..... C5....................................... Wine & Spirits....................
TALIKA...................................................................................................Basement 2..... N11.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
TATEOSSIAN..........................................................................................Basement 2..... G32............................ Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
TEQUILERA CORRALEJO......................................................................Basement 2..... B02..................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
THE BRIDGE – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................................................Basement 2..... F25......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
THE EDRINGTON GROUP.....................................................................Basement 2..... H36..................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
THE FIFTH SEASON BY ROBERTO COIN – NEW EXHIBITOR..............Basement 2..... B9.............................. Jewellery / Watches....................
THE FIRST SPA.............................................................................................Level 1..... U7...................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
THE HERSHEY COMPANY.....................................................................Basement 2..... G31..................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
THE LONDON N°1 – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................Basement 2..... J02...................................... Wine & Spirits....................
THE SILVER CRANE COMPANY LTD – NEW EXHIBITOR.....................Basement 2..... B4....................Confectionery & Fine Food....................
TINTAMAR.............................................................................................Basement 2..... L10......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
TITAN.....................................................................................................Basement 2..... B8.............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
TONINO LAMBORGHINI MOBILE – NEW EXHIBITOR..........................Basement 2..... A15............................................Electronics....................
TORRES.................................................................................................Basement 2..... H8....................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
TOSCOW................................................................................................Basement 2..... B18............................ Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
TRAVALO...............................................................................................Basement 2..... A11............................................ Gifts / Toys.....MEMBER
TRAVEL BLUE.......................................................................................Basement 2..... G1.......... Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.....MEMBER
TRAVEL RETAIL INNOVATIONS.............................................................Basement 2..... K33...........................................Electronics.....MEMBER
TRAVELLER’S TROVE – NEW EXHIBITOR............................................Basement 2..... H32..................Confectionery & Fine Food....................
TREASURY WINE ESTATES – NEW EXHIBITOR...................................Basement 2..... J35...................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
TRU VIRTU – NEW EXHIBITOR.............................................................Basement 2..... A02............................................ Gifts / Toys....................
TYKO TRAVEL RETAIL...........................................................................Basement 2..... H29............................ Jewellery / Watches....................
UNILEVER INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL......................................Basement 2..... H22.................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
UNITED DUTCH BREWERIES...............................................................Basement 2..... E35...................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
VAG........................................................................................................Basement 2..... J31..................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
VERSACE TIMEPIECES.........................................................................Basement 2..... K8.............................. Jewellery / Watches.....MEMBER
VINPROM PESHTERA SA......................................................................Basement 2..... G33..................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
VON EICKEN..........................................................................................Basement 2..... A30.................................................Tobacco....................
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS.....................................................................Basement 2..... N19..................................... Wine & Spirits.....MEMBER
WONDERFUL PISTACHIOS...................................................................Basement 2..... B28..................Confectionery & Fine Food.....MEMBER
YANGHE – NEW EXHIBITOR.................................................................Basement 2..... J34...................................... Wine & Spirits....................
YUNNAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL CO LTD – NEW EXHIBITOR.....Basement 2..... A2...................................................Tobacco.....MEMBER
YVES ROCHER...............................................................................................Level 1..... T8....................... Fragrances & Cosmetics.....MEMBER
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